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ABSTRACT
Title of dissertation : Freight Forwarders : Their Role in the Indian Context
Degree : M50
This dissertation aims to present an overview of the activities of the Freight forwarders
with a view to bring out their importance as intermediaries between the shipper and the
carrier in facilitating lower total cost and the total qu_a_lityconcept. Their expert
knowledge in transportation alongwith knowledge of their shippers’ market, the various
activities they are involved in and various services they offer have been examined.
Freight forwarders come across different legal regimes in the course of their operation.
The difference in their liability to shippers and to what gtgnt that liability is__mitigated
by their subcontractors like carriers has been investigated in order to have a look at the
necessity of insurance cover.
The knowledge of li_rpr trade is important to a freight forwarder as his activities
predominantly involves liner trade. Since the dissertation specifically applies to the
Indian context, a study has been made of the liner services offered by different liner
companies from and to India. A special’ reference has been made to the LCL
(Consolidation) service, which could serve as a potential area in the services offered by
the forwarder.
The Indian Multimodal Legislation has given a framework for the Indian forwarder to
function in the role of a Multimodal Transport Operator. A study of the Multimodal
scenario, including containerisation in India has been made to bring out the problems
and possible solutions together with the future direction of trade and the opportunities
there of for forwarders.
Aspects felt critical to a freight forwarder, specially in the context of infonnation
technology, as a pointer to the future direction have been discussed. The last chapter
arrives at conclusions based on the study done with a list of recommendations for freight
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Trade as we all know, is characterised by at least a buyer and a seller. When_a shipper
i.:.;ther the buyer or the seller is arranging for the transport depending on the terms of
the sale contract and wants to transport goods so as to reach the buyer specially in an
international trade, has a wide choice of transport modes, vehicles, routes, carriers etc.
‘Choice’, as a facility is good soT1wongit remains limited. But choice, when it becomes
numerous, can be a problem in itself for a shipper. In a deregulated environment of
international transport, it is more or less impossible for the shippers to go out of his core
activity to select the right combinations of transport modes, routes, timing, carriers etc.
This is because, transportation, though a part of the total logistics chain, is an area of
specialisation and has its own framework of legal regime, commercial overtones and its
own players. For administering the interface between the trade and transportation
somebody else is required to make this interface efficient. Thus, are born the
intermediaries in transportation.
When we imagine the transportation of goods, specially liner cargo, the intermedfiiry
who comes to one’s mind immediately from the shipper’s perspective is the ‘Freight
forwarder’.
Ideally, a trade is most efficient when there is a one to one transport arrangement
without the involvement of any intermediaries. However, given the dimension of world
trade today and given the plethora of transportation choices, it is the intennediaries who
can make the trade more efficient and effective. Freight forwarders as third parties are
fascinating as they specialise in the transport and know about the trade and more than
everything, work on behalf of the shipper. This requires a great amount of adroitness
and most of the time is challenging, specially in the context of the ever impinging threat
of competition. This competition may not be necessarily from within the community but
through the developments in technology like Electronic Data Interchange (EDI)/Internet
by which other players in the transport industry like the carriers themselves and other
third parties like computer software companies providing logistics solutions have
entered the fray.
It is a constant debate whether in today's context of the ever increasing role of
technology like the Information Technology (IT), intermediaries like freight forwarders
would survive? The debate is decades old but.what is true is that intermediaries always
have survived and continue to survive albeit, with a changed role. They too are
becoming more specialised and niche oriented.
, Today, the world is characterised by fast developing economies of which India is one
such nation. Drewry Shipping Consultants, London, in a report of 1996, entitled “India —
The Emerging Economic and Industrial Power - The potential impact on world shipping
and trade”, have projected India’s export traffic to increase by around 40% to 45% and
imports to increase by 80% to 85% by 2005. India generates about 20 million tons of
liner cargo. The government is aiming at containerising 70% of the general cargo by
2000. The ESCAP expects an increase in throughput of 34% by the same period. Indian
reefer container exports are around 30000 teus per annum. (Drewry, 1996, page 68).
The potential of the national port throughput transport is put at 5 million teus. Some of
the areas of significant export expansion identified by them are the Agribulk sector like
rice and oil cakes, cement, steel, and manufacturing sector entering the general cargo
trade. This points to the potential opportunities for freight forwarders, who operate
mainly in liner trade.
Containerisation in India, another area of interest to freight forwarders, is expected to
have growing influence but much is dependent upon ports and intennodal practices, both
logistically and in terms of tariff structures and minimising the need of pennits/
authorisations etc. Here is the need for freight forwarders to play their role in facilitating
efficient movement of cargo, given the constraints, through their expertise and ingenuity.
In a developing country like India, there are not only big trading and manufacturing
houses but also innumerable small and medium manufacturers and exporters. The
Garment export industry is one such example. These small shippersl exporters form the
backbone of the economy in terms of fuller potential of trade and employment. liig
shippers can afford full fledged shipping departments with a number of people to choose
aflvktble transportation method. But it is these s@Hs>l_1ippers,who are not specialised in
transport, who can not afford to invest in separate departments, who need the support of
specialists in transport viz., the freight forwarders in order to get the best transportation
solution and make the goods internationally competitive.
In India, owing to trade liberalisation, trade is booming and new business areas of
growth are emerging. Examples are agriculture produce of fruits and vegetables,
processed foods etc. These can serve as niche markets for Indian freight forwarders. In
the course of facilitating exports, the Indian government has laid a lot of stress in
improving the infrastructure like legislation, ports, inland transportation etc. The Indian
Multimodal Transportation of Goods Act, 1993, which was promulgated in 1993, has
provided impetus to the throughput transportation concept.
In this context, it has been felt worthwhile to examine the role of freight forwarders in
India with a view to examine the future prospects. They could be real export trade
facilitators as has been the case in the United States and Europe. In these parts of the
world their role has changed from traditional documentation oriented entities to logistics
providers.
The study being specifically applicable to India, it was difficult to correlate the general
principles of Freight Forwarding to India. This was due to the fact that the fonn of
Forwarding business in India is somewhat different than what is found in the developed
part of the western world. Moreover, it was difficult to find the information on the
Indian forwarders comprehensively documented in any literature and it was beyond the
scope of this study to make a real market study. However, within the time and resources
available, some of the forwarders were met and interviewed by the author at Bangalore
and Mumbai in India during December-January 1996/97 during the mid term break and
information collected.
Though Air transport is also widely used by the freight forwarders, the same has not
been dealt with much in the dissertation. This is due to the fact that it is an area by itself
and it will not be possible to objectively deal with it within the scope of this dissertation.
Focus has been laid on Sea transport which carries about 95% of India’s trade in terms of
volume and 77% in tenns of value.
CHAPTER - 2
ACTIVITIES OF THE FREIGHT FORWARDERS
2.1 The Role of a Freight Forwarder
Within the context of a transportation contract, the most important aspect of the sales
agreement between the buyer and the seller is, who is going to be the shipper,
ultimately. Again, the extent of the involvement of the buyer and seller in the
transportation contract is going to be detennined by the INCOTERM. In either case,
their mutual interest will be to see to it that a cheap, timely and safe transport is
contracted in order that the landed cost of the goods is competetive.
The machinery of transport is characterisedby specialists who may have a smaller or
a larger role in it. An individual shipper may be content to leave the job of
transportation to these specialists and focus his efforts on his own job. The cost
considerations for the shipper would be in matters of insurance, inventory,
packaging, interest charges, freight charges, delays or damage to cargo etc. The
transport requirements of the shipper are physical, operational, and institutional
arrangements to meet his objectives. Adequacy of transport services would be in
terms of cost of transport as against service quality (in terms of speed and reliability).
A particular matter of importance to the shipper while considering shipping services
will be the minimisation of the inventory costs (UNCTAD, 1980, page 3).
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(ESCAP, 1987, page 34).
A freight forwarder procures transport of goods on behalf of his customer, i.e. the
shipper, sometimes himself assuming the role of the carrier. The freight forwarders
are estimated to be handling about 75% of the liner cargo in the developing countries
(ESCAP, 1987, page 105). Indigenous freight forwarders in the developing countries
help promote export trade by procuring economic and efficient means of transport.
They contribute in trade facilitation by simplifying trade procedures and
documentation so as to achieve savings in total transport cost.
The forwarder may also advise his customer regarding consumer needs, new markets,
matters of export strategy, as well as decisions on sale and purchase of goods. As a
custom house agent, he is also responsible to them for declaration of correct value,
and description of the goods in the statutory documents so that there is no loss of
fiscal revenue on those accounts. The forwarder has a significant role in co­
ordinating activities of agencies like ports, ship agents, truck operators, insurance
companies, bankers etc/ By groupage of shipments, whether in rail or road or air or
ocean transport, he facilitates improved use of available space and thus is able to get
more favourable rates. This way, considerable savings can be achieved especially for
small and medium sized shippers,/ Although a forwarder is an intennediary on behalf
of the cargo owner, he is also useful to the carrier by way of timely booking of space,
negotiating freight rates, arranging presentation of goods at the appropriate time,
settling freight accounts with the carrier in the shippers’ name etc.
The traditional role of the forwarder has been to act as an intennediary between the
consigner/consignee (i.e. cargo owner) and the carrier additionally. He may also act
as an agent of the carrier. It is normal for a freight forwarder to bea specialist in a
particular field. For example, he may be an expert of the cargo moving to one
particular geographical area of the world, as expert in a particular mode of transport
or commodity. He may even give guidance of market strategy of a particular product
to the exporter. Selecting the best possible route is an important element in the field
of activities of a freight forwarder.
2.2 Services on behalf of the consignee/consignor.
From the point of view of competitive edge, a freight forwarder has to have an
extensive network of agents or correspondents in order to have a control over the
movement of a client's goods (important specially in any developing country, to
establish an overseas network).
One of the specialist services offered by the freight forwarder is warehousing and
distribution. Well organised distribution of goods enables fast turnover and frees
locked capital and gives a competitive edge.
/
The generally accepted tasks of a freight forwarder are:
Figure 1. Tasks of Freight Forwarders
Advise Customers on the Quickest and most Economical means of
transport
l c »--.
I Advise Customers on Packing. J
Customs’ Clearance. J
Compliance with Foreign Trade Regulations and the Letter of Credjinstructions.
Choice of most suitable Carriers and Conclusions of the Contiractof
T Carriage.
. l .
| Cargo Consolidation. J
InsuranceCoverageduring Transportation. J
E’ Advise Customer on Warehousing and Distribution., .
3' Provision of Carriers’ and Forwarders’ Documentation. J
,‘C" esupeervigiaaarmoyememsrecaads. J|
(ESCAP, 1987, page 105)
2.3 Services on behalf of the carrier.
As regards the airlines, a freight forwarder acts as their agent and receives in turn a
commission or a reduction of tariff. All freight forwarders who want to become
specialist airfreight agents, have to be licensed by the International Air Transport
Association (IATA). IATA inspects the freight forwarder’s office before giving a
licence. An IATA agent receives commission on the freight space sold. The air lines
also directly compete with their agents through their own direct sales services. In
case of sea transport, it is usual for a freight forwarder to be the representitive of the
consigner/consignee but sometimes the carrier uses them for consolidation or
grouping in return for a commission. For inland movements, freight forwarders
engage transport on their own on behalf of customers.
2.4 Services as principal.
Forwarders contract with railways full car loads obtaining reduced rates and
marketing space in their rented rail cars at reduced rates to small consigners. This
saves railways the trouble of handling small lots while small shippers gain by lower
rates than if they had dealt directly. _Thefreight forwarder makes income in the
difference of charges. This groupage concept has developed very well in the freight
forwarders’ role as Multi modal transport operators (MTO). Here in groupage
services, a freight forwarder provides the services to shippers in his own name.
As an MTO, a freight forwarder can legally control all the links in the transpon chain
and can thus to a large extent decide where and how to pay many of the expenses
connected with the transport. In this way, he can assist the foreign exchange
situation of his country e.g. by insuring with domestic insurance companies or by
utilising indeginous carriers as his contractors.
The type and size of freight forwarding companies vary greatly. They also vary in
terms of services offered. In developing countries, typically, they are more known
by their principal function of customs’ clearance. In the devel_o_p:dworld, they offer
real forwarding services. With the development of containerisation and through
transport, the trend has been that the larger companies have been increasingly
offering more services through the spread of their overseas network and are slowly
squeezing the smaller ones in the process.
In line with the liberalisation process in many developing countries and the resultant
expansion of trade, auxillary services such as freight foiwarding are needed to be
developed. ln the developing countries the freight forwarding business is
characterised by smaller companies (UNCTAD,l980, pages 3-11).
2.5 Financial aspects of freight forwarding .
2.5.1 Expenses.
Their fixed costs include rent, personnel costs, interest payments etc. The variable
costs relate directly to the volume of business. They include fees, charges to sub­
contractors, rental of material, advances of freight and customs’ dues etc. In order to
be profitable, a freight forwarder needs to have a tariff and the FIATA guidelines will
be useful in this regard.
2.5.2 Income.
Income is through fees for services rendered. Income can also be earned through
ancilliary services like warehousing, distribution, trucking, insurance and agency
facilities.
The other major income is through groupage or consolidation. The freight forwarder
will enter into guaranteed bookings of space on carriers mostly on a long term basis
and receives a freight discount or tariff considerably lower than minimum booked
rates and rates offered by himself. Often carriers pay commission / brokerage
varying between 1.25% to 10% for space bookings (i.e. getting cargo for them).
Services as MTO is another way of income.
The freight forwarding business is a low margin business due to high competition
and overcapacity in shipping and as the fees for forwarders are worked out as a
percentage of ocean freight, it is low because of reduced freight rates. For example
the rate for a 20’ container from UK to HongKong which was about US S 2000 in
1974 has reduced to US S 500-600 now. A typical example of the commission
income of a freight forwarder in the US is illustrated below :
Full containerload shipment
Metal-working machinery FCL one 40 foot container
Weight : 25,000 pounds/11,339 kilograms
Size : 1,700 cubic feet/48.139 cubic meters
Shipment to Pusan, Korea via port of New York
Value : Ex-works Buffalo, N.Y. - $ 50,000
Table 1 Example of Commission Income of Freight Forwarders
Charges Shipper’s cost Gross profitsl
US $ commissions. US 3
Inland freight 745.00 25.00 ,
Harbour maintenance fees 63.56
(to US customs at 0.125%)
Forwarding and 125.00 125.00
documentation
Banking of letter of credit 75.00 75.00
Communications and 40.00 15.00
Couriers
Marine insurance at 325.00
$ 62,000 at 0.525 cents
AR and war
Base ocean freight 4,912.25 5 l .81 .­
(includes THC of $440
bunker surcharge of $ 120
and currency adjustment ._
factor of 5% at S 207.25)
Total 6,286.31 291.91
Note : Additional fees may apply, including insurance, customs clearance documents,
consular documentation, pre-shipment inspection and dock receipts. Sometimes parts
of these fees are absorbed by the forwarder.
Source : American Shipper, October, 1996, page 63.
Forwarders may also earn commission on arranging inland transportation, cargo
insurance, freight adjustments, insurance claims or duty drawbacks. Sometimes, if
the consignee has agreed to pay the freighticharges, the sllipper may instruct the
carrier to pay the forwarder. At times, even the carriers pay some brokerage to the
forwarder to obtain a business when the going is tough for them under a deregulated
environment and when the copmetition is very high.
)
Upfront payment is not a wide practice any more and many a times a forwarder has
to even extend credit to shippers for as many as 60 to 90 days. Another service has
been forced on forwarders, i.e. they pay the shipping freight, container operators and
trucking companies and then get paid eventually from the shippers. While they have
to pay for the services of the suppliers immediately or within a few days, they have to
wait much longer time to get reimbersement from the shipper (Gillis, 1996b, page
64).
2.5.3 Financial requirements.
Freight forwarding is not a very capital intensive business. However, they should
have short tenn credit facilities to cover the periods between the payments of freight,
custom dues, etc., and re-imbursement from the customer. The investment in the
business is limited to modest sum depending on whether he excludes trucking,
warehousing, etc which he can subcontract.
2.6 Form of freight forwarding business.
Leaving aside big organisations, which have full fledged sections for freight
forwarding and those which work for carriers, there are independent forwarding
companies. Many consignors/consignees may not be inclined to give work to freight
forwarders known to be affiliated to a carrier. This is prompted by the feeling that
the freight forwarder may not have the customers’ interest as the top priority but may
use the situation to the carrier’s advantage resulting in uncompetitiveness of the
product.
2.7 Establishment of overseas contact for business.
For all fonns of freight forwarding organisations, one of the most important
ingredients is to establish contacts/relations outside their country to compliment their
ser‘vi#c’e’s—atthe other end of the transportation chain. It involves a combination of one
or more ofthe following :­
0 Establishment of a network of agents controlled by commercial delegation.
0 Acquisition of shareholding in overseas freight forwarding companies.
0 Creation of company’s own network abroad (UNTAD,1980, page 11).
The choice of the above factors depends on the dynamism of the company, traffic
handled, state of regulations in the foreign countries and pressure of competition.
The smaller forwarders usually resort to the first one, medium sized forwarders the
first two and the large ones, a combination of all three.
Such outside contacts can be on an ad-hoc basis. As it is virtually impossible for a
freight forwarder to deal with procedures in all countries for export/import, inland
transportation and allied matters, he has to contact the local counterpart to assist in
facilitating the delivery of goods and for any information in that regard.
To establish contact with an outside counterpart, a freight forwarder may select a
reliable one from directories of freight forwarders. Then he can write to several of
them (in respective countries) to compare their rates. Prices should not be the lone
factor for selection of a couterpart but efficiency, promptness and reliability are also
to be taken account. However, this can come by only after learning from experience
of others and, later on, self experience. The list of counterparts in a country can also
be obtained from the local national associations of forwarders.
Even though there may not be regular business, contacts can be kept alive by
exchange of infonnation. When the business is done not on any specific agreement,
but on simple letter or gentlemens’ agreement, it is on an ad-hoc basis.
The freight forwarders between themselves charge less than they would normally
charge for agreements. Alternatively, they agree on special rates. They may also
agree to share the net profit i.e. the difference in their charge to customers and what
they pay to the carrier. One other method is for the forwarders in the importing
country to be given a fixed sum per unit (e.g. per container) arriving or a certain
percentage of the gross freight charged to the merchants. They may not even charge
each other but depend on payments made by imports and exports respectively.
In the long run, as the business develops, there will have to be specific business
agreements entrusting business at the other end to the respective freight forwarder.
Bigger houses may even choose to open subsidiaries or branches.
Specialisation in a particular geographical area, commodity, mode of transport etc.
will go a long way in establishing a proffessional, qualitative and remunerative
business.
2.8 Third Party Logistics.
In recent times, the freight forwarders have found a ne/vv_r<)_l§for themselves as
providers of third party logistics. These freight forwarders are of two kinds and they
focus largely on freight management.
1. Asset based.
2. Non asset based.
(Gillis, 1996a, page 52)
While the asset based third party logistics providers can offer traditional freight
services through their own substantial assets, the non asset based fmns provide
freight management expertise through their skills in management and information
systems instead of tangible assets such as trucks or warehouses.
The advantage to the shippers is the cost savings they achieve by contracting out
their freight management to an outsider firm with e_xpertisein transport or freight
movement and the volume leverage, which is naturally inherent in a freight
forwarder’s business, specially when he acts as a principal. The freight management
has become a prime activity for outsourcing when cost cutting has become the name
of the game in today's highly competitive world where the shippers would like to
reduce their overheads by reduced staff, adequate to handle only core activities.
Those freight forwarders who have tangible assets like warehouses and container
freight stations, have become asset based logistics providers by provding these
facilities and as non vessel operating common carriers.
Freight management as a part of logistics management becomes critical for small to
medium sized companies due to lack of available manpower to strike the best
transportation arrangement. They have to, therefore, inevitably outsource the freight
management activity.
2.8.] Work Method.
The typical way the third party logistic providers begin their work with the shipper
for freight management is the auditing of the company’s previous freight bills. If the
logistics firm can find the ways to cut the shipper’s freight bills and make a profit for
itself, the parties negotiate a contract for a full study.
The study will be a comprehensive analysis including post audit of the freight bills
paid by the shipper for past weeks say, four to eight or even more. The audit will
check and document the failures by the carriers to comply with rates and service
requirements. What is also identified are the inefficiencies within the shipper’s
organisation. The other items of study would include even interviewing of the
concerned shipper’s organisation departments. Then they design new bills of lading.
Next, the third party logistics company will interview the carriers already used by the
shipper. The result of the study would be recommendations for improvements
including a proposed list of preferred carriers. Once the carriers are decided,
infonnation is sent to clients and suppliers ofthe shipper accordingly.
The ongoing administration services of the third party logistic company as a pan of
their contract, also include handhrggf damage gaims, tgching the shipments, pre­
auditing and to produce progress reports for the shipper’s senior management. Most
of the third party companies have advanced computer technology and, therefore
smaller shippers can receive the same benefits as the larger ones from the traffic co­
ordination function of the company.
The staff of the third party companies vary from about a hundred full time employees
to as few as a handful. The staff complement would include auditors, analysts,
computer technicians, accountants and dispatchers. ‘Many non asset based companies
will also hire freelance staff on a short term basis for start up or spot projects.
Information systems being a key to the development of an efficient logistics
programme, the third party finns are reported to invest about US$ 80,000 to 250,000
in hardware and software (Gillis, 1996a, page 60). It has to have the capability of
indexing thousands of rates and customer moves to provide reports at the request of
the shipper. The technology must be sophisticated to the extent of providing
modelling for details on packaging, routing, rating and general management. They
also communicate with shippers on EDI.
As far as warehouding is concerned, it has been said that warehousing services
should preferably be through short tenn contracts and that the increased use of the
just-in-time delivery concept may reduce the need of owning the warehouses by the
logistics companies.
2.8.2 Pricing of Services.
The third party logistics providers have usually the following payment methods:
o Flat rate pricing.
0 Transaction based fee.
0 Cost plus.
0 Percentage of savings.
In the context of the above pay methods, the freight management programme would
involve the following activities:
0 Detennining the inbound movements from manufacturer.
0 Selecting warehousing with facilities such as repacking, shortage and kitting and
co-ordination.
0 Brokering or selecting a broker for inland (domestic) transportation.
0 Outbound transportation from warehouses, including brokering.
The flat rate fee could be as a percentage of the total savings brought about through
the above freight management programme. The transaction fee is used where the
freight management programme has too voluminous transactions, where each
transaction is charged a fee. The cost plus, as the name suggests, is a certain fee on
the cost of actual freight management services. The percentage of savings payment
is similar to the flat rate system but is based on annual savings to the shipper. Since
the third party logistics companies are basically in the nature of freight forwarding,
their liability is similar to freight forwarders.
f/
The trends predicted are that larger non asset based third parties will continue to take
on more clients in the near future and in this process they become more selective and
leave smaller contracts to smaller ones. This is expected to leave room for smaller
players to emerge. Another expected trend is that the bigger shippers and can'iers
buy the non asset based third panics and the smaller third parties would be handling
all the logistics for their parent companies and also serve their other clients (Gillis,
1996a, page 72).
CHAPTER 3
FREIGHT FORWARDERS’ LIABILITY INSURANCE
There is a lack of uniformity between different legal regimes in the world inspite of
various international conventions and efforts for uniformity in the regulations and
practices. As the major part of trade is carried over sea, there are a large number of
legal problems to be sorted out. The issue assumes importance for freight forwarders
who have to operate in countries where industry is developing. Practical difficulties
arise in handling and settling of claims and recoveries from carriers, specially when
the freight forwarder is an Non Vessel Operating Common Carrier (NVOCC).
The specific problem of multiplicity of legal jurisdictions also creates a problem for
the forwarders. The forwarders’ liability may be determined by the country of
domicile jurisdiction but the shipowners’ liability will be subject to either the law of
the exporting country or what is stipulated in his bfil of lading. In such situations, a
forwarder would find it difficult sometimes to recover from the shipowner. The time
limit of one year under the Hague Visby rules may also create complications for the
forwarder. An outsider’s claim against him may be unknown to him within the time
limit within which he otherwise has to proceed against the actual cam'er. To avoid
suchcomplications,a freightforwarderwill have t §ea£o_ntractual__g31use
of time limit for claims which would leave him enough time to proceed against the
carrier, in his own bill of lading or Multimodal document as the case may be,
specially when he is an NVOCC i.e. acting as a principal.
/
The contract of a freight forwarder may be guided by :





3.1 Forwarders’ Liability in Road Carriage.
The convention concerned with the road carriage i.e. ‘The Convention on the
Contract for the International Carriage of Goods by Road’ (CMR), in its latest
version came into force on 2nd July 1961." It is a regional cgnvention and does not
extend beyond central and western Europe. The main points covered by the CMR
are transport documents and liability of the carrier including delay in delivery. It
does not deal with question of private law of -contract involved in the carriage.
Consignment note is the prima facie evidence of contract and receipt of goods by the
carrier. Effect of convention ends once goods are discharged even if it is still under
the charge of the carrier. (MT Handbook, 1995, page 40).
Under the CMR convention pertaining to road carriage, the status of a freight
forwarder is quite ambiguous. The ambiguity is whether the forwarder is the actual
CMR carrier and thus has the liability as a principal or whether he can escape this
liability by posing himself as an agent of the sender or as the sender himself.
Under CMR, there is an explicit requirement for a consignment note to exist if a
‘carrier’ is to be established. When a forwarder contracts for carriage of goods from
consignor’s premises, but consolidates these goods along with others in his premises
and sends them under one load, the consignment note is only from his premises to
some onward destination. In such a case, the client will have no status under CMR
as he ISnot a sender, and has no right to claim against the carrier or the forwarder.
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But this is in conflict with the contract by which the actual shipper is the sender for
the entire carriage, right from his premises as CMR carriage.
The forwarder could also claim to be himself as an agent (as is done more frequently)
of the shipper in arranging to ship the goods on account of the shipper. The smpper
in this case will have a right to claim against the carrier but not against the forwarder.
In any case, when a forwarder charges for the whole transport without specifying
whether he is arranging or undertaking the transport, he carries the responsibility of a
carrier under CMR. The underlying concept of a forwarder being an agent or a
carrier is dependent on his contract to arrarige the carriage or to undertake it.
Another difficulty can be in the groupage operation of a forwarder. Under CMR, the
consignment note is normally issued for the trunlc section (main section) of the road
carriage and characterises a forwarder as a sender rather than a carrier. Under an
international road carriage, when CMR applies, a successive carrier (subsequent
carrier at the end of the trunk section for final distribution) can be identified only if a
through consignment note is handed over. In groupage shipments, the issuance of
consignment notes to each shipment is not conceivable but for the whole
consignment or load. In such circumstances, a forwarder is responsible only for
discharge of the consignment into a warehouse while arranging for further
distribution transport. Thus he can not be a successive carrier and will limit his
liability lower than CMR if damage takes place after the trunk section. Even the
local i.e. domestic, haulier will also claim a lower limit than CMR which can be
viewed as a grey area. Another grey area can also be when the damage takes place in
the transit shed. This will have to be covered separately. (TT Club, 1991, pages 1­
3).
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Though the CMR convention is basically a regional convention, its study is
important for a forwarder, as it covers door to door transport of goods i.e. the
European portion in the absence of an International liability system (MT Handbook,
1995, page 39-40).
Similar to CMR convention is the CIM convention pertaining to International
Carriage of Goods by Rail. It covers most of Europe excluding former USSR and the
Middle East and East North Africa which otherwise are connected to European
network. The latest version is of 1980. The convention also has consignment note as
the prima facie evidence of contract. It provides for an amount of 18.66 SDRs per
kg. as the limitation amount. The convention also deals with passengers in addition
to cargo (MT Handbook, 1995, page 41).
The Indian Multimodal Transportation of Goods ‘Act, 1993, which is modelled after
the Multimodal Transport Convention, provides for the limitation amount of SDR
8.33 per kg as in CMR convention for non localised damage ( Appendix 1, page 91).
3.2 Risks associated with unitisation and through transport.
An important measure of preventing liability is to bring the trading condition to the
notice of customers. Further, it is better for a forwarder to ensure he deals with only
reliable parties and theyfhave adequate insurance for liability specially when they are
sm\all. The different operators engaged in a transport chain are shipowners,
charterers, terminals, stevedores, depots, freight forwarders (including road hauliers
etc.).
The risk areas common to all these are:
0 Liability to the cargo owner (or his insurers);
0 Third party liability.
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o Loss of or damage to equipment used which they own or lease (Thomson, 1988,
page 1).
3.2.1 Liability of Freight forwarders.
A freight forwarder can act as an agent or as a principal depending on the contract he
makes. His success not only depends on finding the innovative and best ways to
move cargo, but also on his role.
3.2.2 Role as an agent.
A freight forwarder acts on behalf of his customer and arranges for third party
carriers to carry cargo. His activities or responsibility is governed by the business
conditions which provide that he acts as aniagent of his client shipper. In case of loss
or damage, he limits his liability to the period when the cargo is in his personal care
andzistody. The loss or damage is also defined by specified clauses and even here,
it is only to relatively low limits. As an agent, a freight forwarder also contracts
project movements. It is common for forwarders to issue ‘Forwarder’s certificate of
shipment’ (FCS) or ‘Forwarder’s certificate of receipt’. These nonnally incorporate
the forwarder’s standard trading conditions. He accordingly maintains the status of
an agent.
3.2.3 Role as a Principal.
A freight forwarder can assume the role of a principal under a contract or law. Under
Contract law, a freight forwarder can become a principal under following conditions :
0 CMR(convention, which imposes liability of a principal on the forwarder.
0 If a freight forwarder issues his own bill of lading, the Hague or Hague Visby
rules will be compulsorily applicable under certain laws.
0 Under the Warsaw convention when a forwarder issues a house airway bill of
lading.
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As already said, a forwarder may issue his own bill of lading which binds him as a
principal under the contract. The International Freight Forwarders’ Association
(FIATA) has published its standard bill of lading with standard trading conditions.
This requires that the forwarders are adequately insured.
The effect of being a principal in insurance tenns is that the forwarder makes the
contract of carriage with the cargo owner and he ceases to be a broker and becomes
the underwriter. Just as the underwriter underwrites risks, the principal guarantees or
accepts responsibility for the acts and omissions of his sub contracto)s. He can no
more expect the customer to sue the actual carrier directly. If the forwarder is liable,
he will have to pay the claim and claim in turn from the actual carrier. /
3.2.4 Warehousing.
Despite what the trading conditions state, warehousing is the activgityof a principal as
goods are in his custody as a bailee. Larger forwarders have their own warehouses.
Warehousing risks are covered under standard trading conditions. If it is a transit
storage under a bill of lading, liability will be determined by the conditions of the
bill. Long term storage is separately contracted.
3.2.5 Customs clearance.
In some jurisdictions, the forwarder is treated as a principal by the customs and in
case of default in payment of duty by the importer (like insolvency), the customs will
hold the forwarder liable to pay.
3.3 Principal Liabilities of Forwarders.
3.3.1 Loss of or damage to goods.
Under his own bill of lading like the FIATA bill of lading or house Air way bill, a
freight forwarder will have the primary responsibility for the safe carriage of the
goods subject to the contract terms and conditions.
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3.3.2 Recoveries from sub contractors.
While recovering the claim amount from subcontractors after paying out the claims
of his customer, a forwarder may face the following adverse conditions.
3.3.2.1 Insolvency.
The first situation could be when the actual carrier becomes insolvent. If a
shipowner has filed for bankruptcy, the freight forwarder is an unsecured creditor at
the bottom of the list.
A subcontractor may become bankrupt before claim reaches trial or he may not be
able to meet the claim financially. It is also possible that the subcontractor has
covered his liability by appropriate insurance. But, if he has not kept this cover valid
by not paying the premium, then, there is no scope of recovering even from his
insurance.
3.3.2.2 Difficulty of proo_/I
Where there are several stages in the carriage of goods (specially the containerised
cargo) and these stages are performed by different operators, it may not be possible
to pinpoint the damage to any particular stage unless it is very apparent. In absence
of enforcement of an international uniformly applicable multimodal convention, the
freight forwarders will become liable and he will have the burden of proving that a
particular carrier received the cargo in good order and condition and that he was
responsible.
3.3.2.3 Back to back bills of lading.
When a bill of lading issued by a forwarder is covered by the same scope of
responsibility and period by the actual carrier,- it is known as being back to back.
Legally, the forwarder has the right to the same amount of claim from the carrier
(viz.-a-viz.,) as his customer has from himself. However, the bills of lading are
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seldom completely back to back and there is always some difference, be it in terms of
door to door coverage, number of packages, different legal regimes etc. The result
could be that the forwarder may end up with a higher limit of liability than his sub
contractor i.e. carrier's liability where the sub contractor can escape liability
altogether.
3.3.2.4 F CL shortages. 7»
Thecourtscarrythe viewthat althou ill of ladinggivesthe carrierthe right toinspect the contents of the container \ does not have a duty to do so. Since many
forwarders are consolidators (LCL), when they present the cargo as FCL to the
carrier, the carrier is not liable for any inside shortages or damages caused by rough
handling, as long as the seal is intact. However, the forwarder would be liable to his
customer, i.e. the cargo owner.
3.3.2.5 Defective containers or equipment.
In case the forwarder provides his own or leased containers, he runs, firstly, the risk
of physical loss or damage to the container itself. If the container is defective, he
also faces the liability for loss or damage to cargo inside. Third party liabilities may
also result like property damage or personal injury from defective containers.
3.3.3 Projects.
In project cargo movements, liabilities to a freight forwarder could be very high,
firstly, because the client could be very important and secondly, because of high
value machinery or parts, which may form the project cargo.
3.3.4 Transliipment.
If for any reason like geographical reasons, a transhipment of the goods takes place,
this may create difficulty to a freight forwarder. If the transhipment is not mentioned
in the bill of lading, then the courts would take a view that there was ‘deviation’ and
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the forwarder may become liable. In exigencies, like when the documentary credit
requires that a direct bill of lading be issued and both the forwarder and the shipper
know in advance that there has to be a transhipment, the forwarder has to take
precautions. He should in such circumstances obtain a letter of indemnity or a
written acknowledgement in the least from the shipper that transhipment of goods is
agreed upon. The same has to be specified on the bill of lading. Otherwise, it will
prevent the forwarder relying on any exclusion clause or limits of liability and thus
he will be fully liable.
When two different sea carriers are used, the risk of loss or damage associated with
shortage at the transhipment port will be on account of the forwarder.
3.3.5 Financial loss/errors and omissions.
There could be some professional mistakes by a forwarder, which in insurance is
tenned as ‘errors and omissions’. These are not deliberate or reckless but they may
cause financial loss to the client. Such errors or omissions are not uncommon. The
errors and omissions could also include selection of an unreliable carrier or wrong
method of carriage, inappropriate route selection etc.
The liability claims give rise to various costs and expenses. These could be fees for
lawyers, additional freight costs when cargo is accidentally sent to wrong
destinations, removal/disposal of damaged cargo etc.
3.3.6 Wrongful delivery.
If the freight forwarder is releasing the cargo against a letter of indemnity, there is the
possibility that the person taking delivery of the cargo is not the entitled person. A
letter of indemnity can not serve as security by itself and the freight forwarder will
not be able to recover any amount for wrongful delivery. In order to secure himself,
he has got to get the backing of necessary bank gurantee or some other security from
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the receiver of the goods in absence of authorised document like the original bill of
lading.
3.3.7 Non collection of cash on delivery.
Sometimes, there are instructions/contract with the shipper providing for collection
of cash or proof of payment before release of cargo. If a cargo consignment is
delivered without cash or proof of payment, and the consignee does not honour his
commitment or if he disappears then, a forwarder becomes fully liable if there is a
claim (Thomson, 1988, pages 1-16).
3.3.8 Delay.
The recent trend in freight forwarding business is to moderately accept delay limited
to about one or two times the freight. The delay here would mean unreasonable
delay. Hague and Hague-Visby rules do not cover this leaving an ocean carrier
without liability. The Hamburg rules and the MT convention provide an amount of
2.5 times the freight payable for the goods delayed but compensation not to exceed
the total freight payable under the contract. The Indian Multimodal Act, casts
liability on the MTO and provides for compensation when the consignment is
delayed, limited to the total freight payable. It provides for presumption of loss if the
delay is more than 90 days.
3.3.9 Other problems.
The following problems could also arise in respect of bills of lading 2
0 A freight forwarder has no protection if he delivers the cargo without production
of billof ladingif he is doingit as anNVOCC. ‘
0 Incorrect details on the bill of lading.
0 Illegible bill oflading.
0 Insufficient notice of US COGSA and limitation/ad-valorem.
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NVOCCs trading to the United States have to essentially incorporate into their
bills of lading a specific reference to the US COGSA. A shipper under the Hague
or Hague Visby rules may declare the actual value of goods to the carrier and
obtain a higher limit of liability by paying ad-valorem freight. But in the US, in
addition to the above facility, as per the COGSA, in view of courts there,
NVOCCS may better include an ad-valorem ‘box’ in their bill of lading
(ESCAP,1988, page 4-5).
0 Limitation clause in fundamental breach of contract.
3.3.10 Customs liability.
The customs liability is on the forwarder in "caseof his client’s failure to meet the
customs and excise regulations. The liability could be due to documentary errors, in
which case the customs may confiscate the property including goods and equipment
used, and impose fines which may add to the shortage claims by customers. The
documentary errors could also include quoting of incorrect tariffs. The forwarder
may have to provide a bond or a bank guarantee on behalf of the customer.
3.3.11 Third party liabilities.
The third party liabilities could be under contract or tort. This may include damage
to ship, loss of or damage to containers (of thecarrier), injury to people and
indemnities. Liabilities to shipowners could also arise by way of misdeclaration of
hazardous cargo and its consequences. The dangerous goods represent the highest
exposure of forwarders to third party liabilities. Other third party liabilities could
arise in the course of functions like warehousing, packing and local transportation.
3.4 Contribution to General average or Salvage.
A freight forwarder will have to contribute to general average or salvage when the
containers are leased or owned by him. In case of consolidation, if the cargo is not
otherwise insured for contributions to general average or salvage, the forwarder can
not get release of cargo unless he contributes or provides a guarantee. This may also
cause shortage claims and perishable cargo may deteriorate.
Overall, a freight forwarder’s scope of liability covers a whole lot of transport
indemnity aspects compared to ship operators or tenninal operators whose liabilities
are more directly identifiable (Thomson, 1988).
A freight forwarder should guard against and also take note of any clauses which
attempt to exclude or limit liability whether acting as an agent for the shipper or as a
principal issuing his own transport document. He should protect himself by taking
an adequate and appropriate comprehensive forwarder’s liability insurance, which
will be essential when he is unable to recover from the actual carrier.
CHAPTER 4
LINER TRADE IN INDIA
4.] General Cargo and Containerised Cargo.
As already stated, 75% of all liner cargo is estimated to be handled by the freight
forwarders i.e. most of their business is in handling liner cargo. This handling could
be in their different roles like customs clearance, transportation etc. Cargo could be
in the form of containerised cargo ( LCL to a large extent ) or as break bulk. It is
therefore imperative that knowledge of liner trade in terms of cargo moved, carriers
serving the trade (with their slot capacity), progress in containerisation of cargo, etc.,
is essential for a freight forwarder in order that his decision of carriers is appropriate.
The topic being primarily on the Indian forwarders, facts about Indian liner trade are
discussed here.
The general cargo overseas traffic carried by Indian /Foreign vessels during 1992-95
was as follows 2
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lndia’s Export and Import trade during 1993-96 were as follows :
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As can be seen from the table, most of India's overseas trade is carried by the foreign
lines. The Indian trade is mostly absorbed by the east-west liner services touching the
regional hub ports. The East coast ports of India are linked to Singapore while the
West coast ports are linked to Dubai. Colombo is linked to eastern as well as
western ports.
Out of the top 20 liner carriers (leaving aside COSCO, Hyundai, and I-Ianjin, which
depend only on third party feeders), the Mediterranean Shipping Company is the
only one which has no liftings of the Indian trade. All others have direct connections
(with the trade) by their own feeders. Hapag-Lloyd is the only ‘mega carrier’ to have
a direct call in India from Europe by taking slots on the ‘Contship/CMB Eurasian
consortium to the west coast oflndia via the Arabian gulf. This operation has 1,600
teu vessels deployed.
The increase in the container cargo from 250,000 teu in 1980 to 3 million teu
(estimated for 1996-97), has been attributed to genuine increases in cargo volumes
due to Indian economic growth. Out of the 150 million tonnes of cargo that moved
through Indian ports in 1993, a large proportion was bulk cargoes. It has been
estimated that this bulk cargo proportion has tremendous potential for modal
substitution into container trade.
The government of India plans to containerise 70% of the general cargo by 2000.
India is tuming the South Asian region into a net exporter by actively competing in
manufactured items like white goods, telephones, televisions, video recorders and
computers and, more importantly, garments, which constituted 17% of Indian
exports by value in 1993. ESCAP forecasts a further 34% growth in throughput by
2000 from the 1990 figures. The reefer market of India is 30,000 teus per annum.
(Drewry, 1996, page 68).
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It has been estimated that as India’s trade grows, the throughput is likely to reach 5
million teus in times to come and there has to be direct service calls, as the
transhipment through feeders which has eroded the direct services, will not be able to
meet the demand. Transhipment is said at present to be handling about 23% of the
Indian subcontinent export cargo (Drewry, 1996, page 69).
As intennodalism is very important in India in view of the container traffic, the
government set up the Container Corporation of India (CONCOR) as the public
sector intermodal operator to develop interrnodal activities within India through a
network of inland container depots (ICD) and container freight stations (CFS).
CONCOR handled about 237,000 teus in 1993/94 and by 1995/96, was expected to
handle about 450,000 teus. All ICDs are rail connected and rail handles the majority
of the traffic. CONCOR has facilities at 13 custom bonded ICDs. A further 16
ICDs are planned (Bascombe,l996).
The only Indian company operating liner services with fully cellular ships as well as
general cargo ships is the Shipping Corporation of India. The main liner schedules
services offered by the SCI are :
India - E.Canada/ US Atlantic - Gulf(every 30 days).
West India - Europe ( every 30 days).
0 East India - Europe (every 15-16 days).
Europe - India (every 10 days ).
0 Mediterranean! Red Sea - India ( every 30 days ) (Drewry, 1996, page 85).
Indian shipping companies/operators control less than 20% of the country’s total
trade on the Europe/UK, USEC and Asia/Japan routes. SCI has deployed its three
1,896 teu ships on the northern Europe service.’ Shreyas Shipping Company owned
by Transworld group and Shahi Shipping own three 400/442 teu container feeder
vessels and operate between India and the hub ports of Singapore, Dubai and
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Colombo. From Jan 1996 SCI entered into a co-ordinated sailing and slot charter
arrangement with Zim Israel Navigation Company on the Europe/India trade with six
container ships of 1,150/1,896 teu, four controlled by SCI. The link operates with
9/10 day frequency.
The fast growing export volumes are reported to have resulted in lower repositioning
costs for container boxes (Fossey, 1996a, page 7).
4.2 India US trade.
The balance of India’s trade with the US was more southbound in the late 80's. In
1993, there has been total turnaround. While the south bound trade from the US
remained stagnant at 55,000 teus, the north bound trade to US reached 140,000 teus
with the trade in favour oflndia at a ratio of 72:28_(Drewry, 1996, page 69).
There are two existing rate agreements in the sector. The first one is ANERA - Asia
North America Eastbound Rate Agreement which governs the US-Asia trade. The
members are APL, Hapag-Lloyd, K-line, Mitsui OSK lines, Maersk line, OOCL,
NOL, NYK and Sealand. The other is the ‘8900 lines’, which covers trade from US
to the Middle East. There are about 40 carriers involved in the US/ India trade. The
quickest port to port transit time both ways is about 23 days. The US has
traditionally been served via the transpacific trade with the east coast served through
transhipment, intermodally. Now, several carriers offer direct services to the US East
coast. US East coast services have also increased due to feeder services to the Mid­
East from where transhipment takes place. The major carrier in the India/US East
coast trade is the vessel sharing agreement (VSA) of Maersk, P&O and Sealand.
They use 10 vessels of 2,100 teu and now control 40% of all US East coast traffic.
US imports from India, move direct to the US east coast while US export trades
combine both the Mid-East and India of which Indian trade constitutes 50%. The
direct service concept of USA has increased container volumes by 34% in 1994
while the same decreased for the transhipping lines like Evergreen and United Arab
Shipping Company (UASC). The rates fell due to competition in this sector.
The joint Asia East Coast Express (AEX) (of Hapag-Lloyd, NOL and NOK) which
tranship from Colombo to the US East coast offers a port to port transit time of 19
days from Colombo to New York. They claim that this is the reason for their
increase of liftings by 48% in 1994. NOL has specially targeted exports of time
sensitive gannents to the US east coast.
In the transpacific trade, APL controls over 50% of the India/US transpacific trade.
NOL has increased its container volumes in this sector by over 40% in 1994
(Bascombe, 1995b, page 55-57).
4.3 Feeder Services.
One of the handicaps in the liner sector is the bureaucratic restrictions viz.,
requirement of approval for shipments, foreign exchange approvals, etc. Also due to
inherent physical inefficiencies at Indian ports resulting in congestion and inspite of a
significant trade, Indian traffic is transhipped through regional hub ports of Dubai,
Colombo and Singapore by feeder vessels.
It has been estimated that common can'ier feeder services probably control between
50% and 60% of the trade. As the growth in trade is very fast compared to
improvement of infrastructure at ports, this state of affairs is expected to continue.
The feeder operators are said to be more flexible and can offer multiple weekly
sailings. This is very important to exporters as it eases the cash flow problems and
importers find it convenient to save in stock financing costs and have a better
geographical cover. The result is also that, due to pooling from several operators, the
feeder services offer competitive rates.
Some of the local network of common carrier feeder operators are Integrated
Container Feeder Services and Orient Express Lines as follows :
French Asia Line - fixed day weekly service to Mumbai, Colombo, Cochin,
Tuticom, Madras and Calcutta via Khor Fakkan and Singapore. The service
operates eastbound only.
Tricon (comprises a slot charter arrangement with Cho Yang Shipping and DSR­
Senator Line) - Madras, Calcutta and Cochin and Tuticom via Colombo to
northern Europe. The link operates westbound only.
o Med Club Express (joint service with Yangming) - a westbound link that connects
Madras, Calcutta, Cochin and Tuticom, via Colombo, to a full range of eastern
and westem Mediterranean destinations. .
In the Asia trade route, apart from the service provided by many lines through
feedering, SCI provides direct service in separate links from full range of far east
ports and west coast of India (fortnightly) and Bay of Bengal (monthly). These are
provided with multipurpose ships with slot capacity of 341 teu.
(Fossy, 1996b, page 9).
4.4 Organisation of Third Party Liner Agents.
The third party agents are said to form the fundamental part of India’s present day
liner industry. With the growing number of foreign lines and with the relaxation of
the restrictive legal regime, there is increasingly a number of carrier controlled third
parties being established. There is a feeling that with the above development, the
third party agencies are threatened but are likely to last at least the next 5 to 10 years.
There is a mushrooming of both third party and carrier controlled agencies in
Mumbai, which control more than 60% of container traffic. So are the carrier
controlled agencies. Outside Mumbai, lines depend on sub-agency arrangements.
The lines are increasingly extending their network to deeper inland areas. The
highlighted role of the third party agents is to understand bureaucracy, local customs
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and administrative systems. Another reason attributed to the strong presence of third
party agents is the great variety of regional cultures and languages that exist.
However, due to increased competition from agents set up by the carriers, these third
party agents are diversifying to areas like forwarding and NVOCCs.
(Fossey, 1996c, page 13).
The deployment of three 1,896 teu vessels by SCI in the India/Europe sector has
resulted in a 40,000 teu capacity each way annually. SCI has reported 100%
utilisation eastbound and 70% utilisation westbound. Full capacity on the import leg
to India is reported to be based on the ability of the Indian importers to pay in rupees
as opposed to foreign currency. SCI has also 26 semi containerised vessels with
capacities ranging from 150 teu to 250 teu. The Dubai based operator Orient Express
Lines (part of the Transworld group of companies) has six 450 teu vessels of its own
and operates another five 300 teu feeder vessels between India-Gulf, India-Colombo
and India-Singapore. The Indian member of the Transworld group, Shreyas, also
operating feeders, offers Indian customers the chance to pay in rupees and not
foreign currency.
(Bascombe 1995a, page 63-65).
4.5 Future Prospects.
India’s exports are estimated to have grown by 25% to 30% in 1995. In March 1996,
container throughput is said to have reached 1.39 million teus. It has also been
forecasted that over the next four to five years, the box traffic will grow at a rate of
about 15% to 20% and reach 5 million teus by the end of century.
Owing to the increased cargo flows, major shipping lines have started direct services
to Indian ports. Among them are CMA, DSR - Senator line, Ellerman, Zim and P&O
from Europe to west coast of India. The Maersk - Sealand consortium has deployed
seven 3000/3500 teu ships ( phased out due to displacement by 6000 teu ships ) into
a weekly service linking North Europe, the Mediterranean, Middle East and India
( Jawaharlal Nehru Port-JNP). This is all in recognition of the country’s huge trading
potential. Maersk/Sealand have their own container yard operation at INP the
experience of which has made them confident about positive results of their
operation. The CEO of Maersk Mr. IB Kruse is reported to have said :
‘Our aim is to offer Indian shippers and consignees the same reliable
and fixed day weeklyservice as that enjoyed by our other customers in
Asia. Our revamped schedule will provide the market with the biggest
and the best service around. '- (Fossey, 1996b, page 9).
The pressure of new services is expected to continue towards alignments of different
lines into new consortia which could see the softening of rates from the rates shown
below in the short run (as in 1996 first half).
Table 4 - Present Liner Tariff. (Ratesin US5)
20 foot 40 foot
East bound 925/1050 1,600/1,800
West bound 900/1050 1,800/2,000
Source : Fossey, 1996b, page 9.
Mediterranean importers and exporters are said to have benefited the most from the
change from 13 day to weekly sailings by integrated market leaders in the routes viz.,
CMBT and Contship Containers. This frequency was further improved to a
departure/arrival every six day by an additional ship ( ship sizes employed - 1600 teu
and 1800 teu ). P&O is said to have 175 teu slots on every sailing.
In 1995, CMBT/Contship carded 21,600 teu eastbound and 47,633 teu westbound
(total 70,000), an increase of 20.6% from the previous year. This group represents
44% of the 160,000 teus moved previously. In 1995, CMBT established its own
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agency operation in India when the carrier’s global freight management entity AMI
set up AMI India Logistics pvt. Since June 1995, AMI India has been providing a
full range of global LCL and NVOCC services on behalf of Indian freight forwarders
and consolidators. The company is also developing intermodal services in the New
Delhi/ Mumbai freight corridor and is establishing a service hub in North India in
order to enable CMBT to develop a full range of house to house transport services.
As per CMA, during the next five years, some manufacturing currently undertaken in
South East Asia will move west to India because of low labour costs. The nature of
trade would shift from primary products to higher value consumer goods and fashion
accessories. As a result, the Red Sea Express (RSE), consisting of CMA, Ellennan
and DSR-Senator, have extended their service itinerary to include the Indian sub
continent. Ellerrnan, (by the end of 1997).is expected to upgrade its schedule to
weekly sailings by the end of 1997, in its loop of Europe/Middle East/ Karachi/JNP.
It is projected that the US container trade with the Indian sub continent will have
increased by 50% to 400,000 teu by the end of 1996. In 1994, the growth was 22%
with Indian exports accounting for 70%. It has been estimated that the trade with the
US forms 30 to 35% of the total Indian traffic. This has been attributed to the close
relationship between the two governments and increasing involvement of the US
industrial companies in India. A gradual rise of imports and exports of components
from General Motors, Jeep and the GE Corporation has been predicted and this area
of manufactured consumer electronics has been seen as a vital part of future
business.(Bascombe, 1995b).
4.6 Indian Reefer Trade.
Meanwhile, the reefer market has grown in size. In 1994, 30,000 teus of reefer
commodities were exported representing about 6.5% of the total container exports.
An average of 2.7% annual growth is projected. The reasons for the projected
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growth in exports of Indian food products, much higher than the world-wide
estimation, have been attributed to increase in demand and the ability to develop
supply. The ingredients making Indian goods attractive are said to include :
o Low cost of the labour.
Labour and land costs are cheap and grants are readily available for investments in
agriculture ventures.
Quality and variety of product (specially in the seafood sector).
High value products like lobster and black tiger prawns at low price. Quality of
the agricultural products in general are said to be improving (apples, grapes,
mangoes, melons, okra, onions and pomegranates).
A change in consumer tastes in US and Europe.
The buying habits of consumers are changing as they want to taste different
products. As a result, there is a demand for the Indian products like fish (like
pomphret and kingfish).
The carriers, in an effort to increase their business, seeing a great potential in the
trade, are giving attention to the logistics management aspects of co-operation with
shippers.
0 Provision of expertise and equipment.
0 Development of technology to make the products exportable and withstand the
vagaries of transport.
0 Education and raising of quality standards (specially with respect to perishable
products).
0 Looking for new products and trade developments.
Currently, fruits and vegetable products account for 5% of the total reefer market.
(Bascombe, 1995c, pages 69-71).
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4.7 LCL Market for Forwarders (NVOCCs).
About 5-10% of the Indian containerised trade is in LCL. Container lines/operators,
with their huge capital investment have focused on FCL cargo rather than LCL, to
fill their ships. Therefore, LCL customers do not get the same customer service as
the FCL customers by the lines. The NVOCC operation is therefore the niche market
of the freight forwarders. The relationship between lines and the NVOCCs is
complementary. NVOCCs serve the objective of FCL cargo (to lines) without the
hassels of consolidation services and the corresponding efforts in marketing,
documentation, liability coverage etc. An NVOCC needJnot buy any container, as he
can get it readily supplied by the line. On the other hand, the NVOCCs also offer
their valuable services of consolidation to small shippers who can thus save on full
container rates.
A majority of NVOCCs operating in India try to focus on shippers who can provide
FCLs rather than concentrating on LCL shippers. But it is better for an NVOCC to
focus on LCL. This is because the lines, having invested heavily in container trade,
in case of a rate war, or when rates are under pressure, can have the strength
(financial base) to survive whereas an NVOCC, due to his limited financial strength,
will not survive in FCL services under such circumstances. The result is that they
loose their customer confidence. An NVOCC focusing on LCL service, would
continue to operate steadily and, in fact, can get the benefit of lower rates under rate
war conditions from the lines. Presently from India, it is the lines who are handling
much of the LCL freight. The following reasons have been attributed.
0 Lack of superior LCL service providers.
0 Past inability to operate in India as NVOCCs.





However, owing to the recent liberalisation efforts, the economy is emerging and the
banking laws are getting more flexible. The infrastructure pennitting intermodalism
and LCL services such as the Container Freight Stations (CFS) and Inland Container
Depots (ICD) have increased. This pennits the facilitating concepts of the Hub
operations and distribution systems. Thus, the opportunities specially for a serious
NVOCC is tremendous.
Most of the ports in India at present are mostly serviced by the feeders. At present,
the slots available on these feeders are in excess of demand. Thus, they are readily
offered by the feeder operators to anyone who would want them. This is one of the
reasons why most of the NVOCCS and MTOs are more in FCL service and limited to
the region serviced by the feeders as they can easily offer cheaper ocean freight rates
to shippers, which brings them into competition with the lines. But then, the feeders
are faced with the risks of losing in the battle of rates (in FCL) with the lines who do
everything to regain the market.
With the improvement in India of the infrastructure for intennodalism, an NVOCC
will be able to offer better LCL service deep into interior points. Two distinct
advantages of this are :
0 Suppliers can offer the buyers smaller quantities.
0 There will be increased trade as, new buyers who deal in small quantities will treat
India as a sourcing point.
(Phillips,l997).
CHAPTER 5
MULTIMODAL TRANSPORTATION AND THE INDIAN SCENARIO
5.] Freight Forwarder in Multimodal Transportation.
Multimodal transportation, which is known by the term Intennodal transportation in
the United States has been defined by Gerhardt Mueller as “the seamless and
continuous door to door transportation of freight on two or more transportation
modes. It is logistically linked and handled as one continuous through shipment
under the authority of a single freight bil1”.(Mueller, 1995, page 1).
The United Nations Convention on multimodal transportation of goods defines
multimodal transportation as “the carriage of goods by at least two different modes of
transport on the basis of a multimodal transport contract from a place in one country
at which goods are taken in charge by the multimodal transport operator to a place
designated for delivery situated in a different country”.
The freight forwarders, along with custom brokers (and in some cases warehouse
operators or stevedoring companies) belong to that category of Multimodal transport
operators who do not own any kind of transport. These MTOs sub-contract for all
modes of transport. Some of these non vessel owning MTOs (NVO—MTO),have
bigger tumovers than many vessel owning MTOs.
It is the expectation of the UNCTAD that non-vessel owning multimodal operators
(NVO-MTOs) (which would include the freight forwarders who may assume this
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role) who have been established with the exclusive aim of providing multimodal
transport services, in future may be the ones to take over the dominant position of the
vessel owning MTOs. It has been said that these MTOs offer the developing
countries in transition the best scope for participating in multimodal transportation.
By avoiding investments in transport and equipment they have the flexibility of
choice of different combinations of transport/modes of transport, efficient and
economically suitable to customer needs. As they are not committed to own
investments, they are better placed to have their customer as their focus (MT
Handbook, 1995, page 12).
For a freight forwarder, the hardware viz., transportation modes, equipment etc.,
remain the same. But it is the process viz., one total cost and one single contract
which he has to get into to change his role as a multimodal transport operator. This
process of total cost and one total contract fits well into today’s’ logistics concept,
which concentrates on reduction of total cost and total time.
‘An important characteristic of multimodal transport is its potential
for reduced door to door transport time and through this resulting in a
reduction of financial costs (shorter transit time = shorter interest
payment period = lower cost) ' (MT Handbook, 1995, page 131).
There is an incentive for the MTO to ensure the fastest possible delivery so that the
container is back with him for the next cargo load to earn revenue.
The most important asset for an MTO is a highly qualified staff well versed in
international transport procedures. This kind of personnel is available mostly with
the freight forwarders apart from the shipping companies and airlines. Needless to
say, that the freight forwarding industry has served as the root of many NVO-MTOs.
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Freight forwarders just have to extend the scope of their service to multimodal
transportation services and become MTOs.
In addition to the services already rendered by the freight forwarder as explained in
chapter 2, the multimodal transportation affords the following additional features or
advantages :
0 Reduction of burden of documentation and other fonnalities connected with
segmented transport.
a Avoids/reduces the tying up of capital when the Multimodal transport document
is accepted by the banks at a CFS/ICD as it enables the exporter to negotiate it
with banks to realise money immediately after handing over charge of the goods
to the multimodal transport operator.
0 There is a resultant reduction in costs also in _thethrough freight rate and cargo
insurance.
0 Single window dealing for the shipper including settlement of claims.
0 For the shipper, negotiation of the sales contract with the foreign buyers on the
basis of delivered prices becomes easier because of one/through rate.
0 Overall competitive rates of exports.
As far as a freight forwarder is concerned, the issues connected with his role as an
agent and as a carrier continue to be the same even in the context of Multimodal
transport. The rules for different modes of transport differ in basis as well as
limitation of liability. When only one contract is made in the context of multimodal
transport as opposed to separate contracts for segmented transport, his liability would
depend on either the network principle i.e. localisation of loss or damage to a
particular mode, or not depend on localisation of loss or damage, i.e. unifonn
liability system. Freight forwarders fall into the category of non-vessel operating
(NVO) MTO, and as an undertaker to procure the performance of the multimodal
transport, faces the same liability as that of a vessel owning MTO. The Indian
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Multimodal legislation like most others follows the network liability principle. By
providing a legal framework for multimodal transportation, the Indian legislation has
made up for the infirmities or vacuum created by absence of unifonnly accepted
intemational law on the subject.
5.2 Indian Multimodal Legislation.
The Multimodal Transportation of Goods Act of India was promulgated on 2'"!
August, 1993 (Appendix 1). The preamble to the act states that the act is applicable
to multimodal transportation of goods only from any place in India to a place outside
India. Important features of the act are :
I. The Multimodal transportation has been defined as the “means of carriage of
goods by two or more modes of transport from the place of acceptance of the
goods in India to a place of delivery of the goods outside India”.
. The act provides for issue of either negotiable or non-negotiable multimodal
transport documents.
Definition of “Goods” includes live animals along the lines of the UNCTAD/ICC
rules.
Expressly prohibits the multimodal operator to act as agent.
Sets out the criteria to be multimodal operator as follows 2
0 Applicant is a shipping company or a freight forwarding company in India or
abroad (now being amended to include individuals and partnerships).
0 Minimum tumover/ subscribed capital of fifty lakh rupees.
0 Has offices or agents or representatives in not less than two countries.
. Provides for registration of the multimodal operators with competent authorities.
Provides for multimodal transport contract through multimodal document having
important features as follows :
0 Should contain general nature of the goods/character of the goods.
0 Apparent condition of the goods.





o The intended journey route, modes of transport and places of transshipment,
if known at the time of its issue.
o Reservations by the multimodal operator of the inaccuracies with respect to
the declared nature or quantity of the goods and his consequential liability
for non statement of reservations.
Liability of the consignor for inaccuracies in his statement of the goods.
Liability for loss or damage to goods and limitation thereof (2 SDRs per kilogram
or 666.67 SDRs per package, whichever is higher, where the stage of transport is
not known. Where there is no involvement of sea or inland waterway, the
limitation provides for an amount not exceeding 8.33 SDRs per kilogram).
. Where the stage of transport of loss or damage is known, then the liability will be
detennined according to the provisions of the applicable law.
. Liability for delay in delivery (Limited to the freight payable. In case of delay
more than 90 days, goods treated as lost).
.Presumed liability of fault or neglect on MTO’s part or that of his servants or
agents unless otherwise proved. Loss of limitation is case of act or omission with
intent to cause damage or delay or recklessly and with knowledge that such a
loss, damage or delay would probably result (Benefit of exemption from
liabilities arising in ocean carriage on account of error in navigation and
management of ship not provided at present but being included through an
amendment (Economic Times, 1997).
Right of lien of multimodal operator for payment of contracted charges.
Notice period of nine months from date of delivery of the goods.
The act has been modeled after the UNCTAD/ICC rules and multimodal convention
of the UN (Indian multimodal transport act, UNCTAD/ICC rules and MT convention
of UN)
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There are at present about 80 registered MTOS under the Act. However, the shipping
lines, who are also included in this figure, have not started issuing the Multimodal
transport document (MTD) as required by the act meaning they have not started
multimodal transportation in its true sense. They have some reservations about the
applicability of the higher liability regime, akin to the Hamburg rules, in the Indian
legislation. Other registered MTOs, however, have started issuing the MTDs and
function as true MTOs.
5.3 Foreign Remittances.
Based on the Indian multimodal transportation of goods act, 1993, in order to
facilitate multimodal transportation, the RBI (Reserve Bank of India), which is the
central (apex) bank in the country, has permitted the remittance of foreign exchange
to meet the expense of fees and commissions payable by the MTOs to their agents
abroad for handling the consignments and cost of transportation from the port of
discharge to the point of delivery. They have also permitted the remittance of slot
hire charges directly to shipping companies abroad by those MTOS who enter into
slot arrangements with shipping companies. These are allowed on prepaid cargoes
only. These are verified on the basis of the invoices received from agents abroad and
slot hire agreements/invoices from the shipping companies. The facility for
remittance also exists in respect of transshipment expenses from agents abroad. All
these remittances are permitted after verifying the clearance from the income tax
authorities.
The RBI has also allowed remittance of insurance premia to foreign insurance
companies by the MTOs to cover their operations as the General Insurance
Corporation of India, which is the apex insurance authority in India, has expressed its
inability to cover such operations. However, this is allowed after a no objection
certificate from GIC (Discussions with the MTOs in India).
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5.4 Containerisation .
As per the statistics for 1995-96, exports by air are India is about 35% by value while
that by sea is about 65%. Break bulk transport of general cargo from the hinterland
for exports by rail is more or less ruled out because the Indian railways have adopted
a policy to transport any bulk cargoes only in full train loads. Thus the transportation
of break bulk cargoes is possible only by road for exports. Ideally, to avoid the
delays in road transportation, which is congested, it is better to export these break
bulk cargoes as LCL cargoes to the nearest CFS/ICD (Container Freight
Station/Inland Container Depot) for containerisation. After all, the benefits of
containerisation are door to door transport, speedy intennodal transfers, low packing
costs (also preferred by the buyers in developed countries to avoid costly labour in
unpacking), reduced pilferage, low insurance and early payment to exporters.
Container Corporation of India (CONCOR), a state owned undertaking, was set up in
1989 to establish ICDs and dedicated block container trains to service these ICDs,
thus facilitating intermodal (multimodal) transportation in India. CONCOR has now
registered itself as an MTO under the Indian multimodal act 1993. The government
of India has now liberalised the establishment and operation of ICDs/CFSs and block
train services. No private party has yet started these. However, two competitors to
CONCOR are expected to emerge and start these services. First is the US intermodal
giant CSX corporation which is the parent company of Sealand services, in joint
venture with the Indian industrial group of Mahindra. The second one is the joint
venture between the Indian Kirloskar company and the US Wahash National
Corporation. Still, CONCOR has a big advantage over others due to its vast,
established network of services. As a strategy to maintain the upper hand in
competition, it is planning to further extend its network of ICDs and allied services.
As a result, its throughput, which was 65,000 teus in 1990/91, is expected to increase
to 700,000 teus in 1996/97 (Boscombe , 1996, page 14-15).
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Table 5 : Network of ICDs by CONCOR.
CONCOR has established a wide network of ICDs all over India as follows :
TERMINAL roars CONNECTED FREQUENCYor SERVICES
Tughlakabad Mumbai 1 Train per day
Nava Sheva 2 Trains per day
Chennai 1 Train per week
Haldia 1 Train per week
Ludhiana Mumbai 2 Trains per week
Nava Sheva 2 Trains per week
Moradabad & Mumbai Road linked to
Panipat Nava Sheva Tughlakabad
Chennai Then onwards by
Haldia train.
Agra Mumbai By road
Nava Sheva
Amigoan Haldia 3 Trains per week
(Guwahati)
Ahmedabad Mumbai 1Train per \veek
Nava Sheva 1 Train per week
Kandla Train on demand
Indore Mumbai - By road
Nava Sheva
Nagpur Mumbai On demand by
Nava Sheva road and rail.
Pune Mumbai By rail as per demand
Nava Sheva
Hyderabad Mumbai 1Train per week
Nava Sheva 1 Train per week
Chennai 2 Trains per week
Bangalore Chennai 4 Trains per week
Cochin 1 Train per week
Coimbatore Cochin 3 Trains per week
Source : Sharma. S.K.. MD, CONCOR. page 4.
There is a case for establishment of more CFSs/ICDs deeper in the hinterland
considering that India has vast hinterland and that containerisation has to reach as
deep as possible to facilitate exports. This would also avoid bottlenecks at gateway
ports. Establishment of CFSs/ICDs deeper into the hinterland also facilitates
movement of import containers to these places, thus reducing the movements of
empty containers all the way from gateway ports (imbalance in containers and
resulting repositioning costs) for which the exporters have to pay making their
exports costly and less competitive. However, to enable establishment of CFSs/ICDs
inland, there is a requirement of reducing the mandatory manning levels of customs
personnel at these places which is not related to the volume of business at present, as
these costs are to be bome by the CFSs/ICDs and not government. In addition to
this, export promotion incentive schemes being provided at the gateway ports are
required to be extended to hinterland facilities along with some of the mandatory
certification facilities for exports, which are at present available only at gateway
ports. Other facilities required are duty exemptions on container handling equipment
used at CFSs/ICDs and infrastrucural facilities like scheduled container trains to
gateway ports. These will attract private investments in establishment of private
CFSs/ICDs further facilitating exports and which has tremendous advantages
(Shanna, 1997).
5.5 Some Infrastructural Problems.
A pointer to port inefficiencies, leading to bottlenecks in exports, is an observation
by a World Bank study that the cost of moving a container through an Indian port is
about US $ 150 more than that in foreign ports. The consequence is that Indian
exports become less competitive to that extent. The problems at Indian ports have
had an effect not only on multimodal transportation but on India’s trade in general.
Thus the inefficiencies due to infrastructure are high on the agenda for improvement
of the government (Economic Times, 1997).
5.5.1 Inland haulage cost and transit time.
A task force set up by the Indian ministry of commerce back in 1996 on inland
container freight services has the following observations :
Both the inland haulage cost as well as the transit time compared to the ocean
transportation from India, were high. The comparative ocean transportation costs
WCTCI
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Table 6 -Haulage Costs and Transit Time of Containers Inland. (Costs in US S)
haulage freight freight transit transit transit




Thus, in many cases the inland costs and transit time turn out to be equal or higher
compared to the ocean transportation.
Due to imbalance of trade on land and the high repositioning costs, the shipping lines
were unable to provide the required number of empty containers at many inland
locations from the gateway ports. For example, repositioning costs per teu from
Mumbai to Delhi were about Rupees 8000 to 9000 (Direct cost of railway, port
charges, labour costs, lease hire of container, rent and survey fee). Movement of
containers (import) to inland instead of getting destuffed at gateway ports specially
when this cargo has to move inland, will have a positive effect on repositioning costs
and on the total cost of imports. These repositioning costs have to be paid by the
exporters inland, making their products costlier. To avoid this situation and to
facilitate movement of import containers inland, the present customs procedures
regarding transshipment permission at the gateway ports needs to be simplified and
rationalised. This can also avoid bottlenecks at ports.
5.5.2Containerisation of Break Bulk Cargoesnat Inland Locations.
Due to high repositioning costs of containers, moving break bulk cargoes by trucks to
gateway ports was more economical than moving the same in containers from the
inland locations, which is a sort of anti-thesis of containerisation. Between railway
and road (for movement of break bulk specially), transit time was almost half by
road. In spite of all the difficulties, containerisation of cargoes was preferred because
of other logistic advantages.
Stowage capacity of containers could be increased by 15% by avoiding packing in
wooden crates/boxes. Again, by stuffing the containers at shippers’ CFSs or
warehouses rather than by the port labour, stuffing capacity of the container
increased by another 15% because of the lower productivity at the ports. Thus the
total savings of containerisation at an inland location rather than moving the break
bulk from inland to port for stuffing into containers at the ports was about 30%
which translated to about Rupees10,000 or US $ 300 per teu. The buyers (specially
in developed countries) preferred containers rather. than wooden crates/boxes as it is
I said to save them unpacking costs (due to high domestic labour costs) to the tune of
US $ 250. Thus the total costs are reduced by US $ 550. Conversion of break bulk
movements by conventional trucks to container trucks is also expected to reduce the
congestion on roads and improve the transit time. It has also been stated that
movement of import/export containers in sealed condition do not require idling at
octroi (local toll) posts as this cargo is free of local municipal taxes (Multimodal
times, 1996).
It has been reported that after the Multimodal legislation in India, shippers are
increasingly resorting to Multimodal transportation due to the much simplified
paperwork. Otherwise, paperwork and procedural aspects can contribute as much as
10% of the value of the traded commodity. However, the problem of documentation
in the overall chain still persists with the customs procedure carrying with it the cost
of inefficiency in the system. It is stated that for clearing imports, there are 23
documents to be processed while there are 118 for exports. These documents would
require about 22 hours to fill in. The result is that there is a mushrooming of
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clearing agents who charge US $ 120 to US $200 per container for processing
documents (Economic Times, 1996). The above documentation problems, along
with transshipment problems of import containers from ports due to customs
restrictions, point out the truth of the statement made by UNCTAD as follows :
'‘In many countries the advantages of door to door transport can not be
realised owing to lacking or inferior physical infrastructure. However,
sometimes this is also due to an inappropriate administrative framework
which results in sub-optimal utilization of existing infrastructure and
equipment"- (MT Handbook, 1995,page 97).
The sheer vastness of India in continentalldimensions makes it an ideal place to
facilitate the growth of multimodal transportation. Given all the existing problems, it
has been said that Multimodal transportation in India can work well for several
reasons. Among them is that the containerised traffic has grown phenomenally from
151,000 teu in 1981-82 to 800,000 teu in 1992-93 and an estimated 3 million teu in
1997. The other reason is that the volumes of containerisable exports and imports are
almost equal which makes the Multimodal transportation feasible. Since empty
retumables can be made negligible, there is optimum utilization of containers.
(The Economic Times, 1996).
CHAPTER 6
CRITICAL ASPECTS OF FREIGHT FORWARDING.
The world is changing. The expectations of the customers in transport are growing.
This has placed great demands on the freight forwarders to provide value added
services. This has changed the face of the freight forwarding business away from the
traditional documentation based to logistics service providers with the help of
information technology. In this context, it would be useful to identify aspects which
can prove critical to freight forwarders towards possible adaptation in view of the
changing demands on them. The identified aspects which could be critical are dealt
with below.
6.1 Quality Assurance in Freight Forwarding.
In today’s world of competitiveness, specially in an area like freight forwarding,
where there are scores of them working, a shipper is bound to be very conscious of
the reputation of the forwarder while making his choice. He is also judged by,
amongst other things, the standard of his office, equipment and people. Most
reputable forwarders are members of their respective national forwarding
associations.
However, irrespective of the size of a forwarding company or other considerations,
the singlemost important yardstick will be the Quality Assurance. This can serve as
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the best marketable tool as well. It also makes the job of the shipper easy in selecting
a freight forwarder.
In transport parlance, with which a freight forwarder is associated, quality assurance
would mean that the supplier of the transport service must deliver exactly what has
been promised, First time, On time and Every time. A forwarder forms only a part of
the logistics chain in which transport is included. It is essential that external
suppliers and subcontractors are included in the quality management system, as the
failure of any part of _theservice will inevitably affect the performance of the whole.
Liability cover is part and parcel of such _a quality assurance which the shippers
expect from the freight forwarders. A quality management system will have to aim
and achieve 100% perfection as even 1% failure could result in disasters. Otherwise,
loss, damage or delay would result in costs to both the customer and the supplier
which could ultimately lead to lack of confidence in the supplier of service further
leading to loss of business. While insurance can only lessen the cost burden in case
of loss, it can not replace the customer’s confidence and the insurance cost would
eventually increase in case of loss or damage, i.e. claims.
The aim of the quality assurance in transport is to ensure that the cargo arrives
0 At the correct destination.
0 On time.
0 In original condition.
0 Every time.
(Wilkins, 1993, page 7).
Needless to say that the same applies to freight forwarding. A freight forwarder may
specialise in certain geographical areas, trades,_commodities etc. Nevertheless, he
has to state and document what service he intends to provide and provide it.
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6.2 EDI in Freight Forwarding.
It is important for a freight forwarder to consider, a very pertinent a question from
the customer’s point of view, why a customer should bother with a freight forwarder
at all? Why not cut out the middle men? To answer this, would be to answer what are
his business or service requirements.
The key to any business today, and more so in an intermediary business like freight
forwarding, is value addition. In this context, it would be inevitable for a freight
forwarder to assess all aspects of his business critically from the customer's point of
view to find whether he is adding value. The critical aspects should cover procedures
for administering these services and the people involved. It should make an
economic sense to a customer to use the services of a freight forwarder.
A self analysis, in all probability would reveal that certain services offered differ
widely in standards. Operation of some of the services may not be cost effective
either. One of the main objectives of such an analysis could be to improve the level
of net profit per employee considering that all resources of the company, including
its human resource, should add value. This is inevitable if a company has to be
competitive. It has to save every penny possible and keep the costs to the minimum
possible. Cost effectiveness is the only way to keep the prices of services at a
minimum.
As a part of cost competitiveness, it is handling of information which is critical as a
process to facilitate the just-in-time delivery system of customers which itself has
become inescapable to reduce capital costs in inventory. For this, EDI is an
inevitable tool.
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A freight forwarding company already knows or has adequate infonnation from
shipping lines, customs clearance agents and hauliers, when exactly the goods are to
pass through various critical stages of cargo flow. When pieces of infonnation on
this is compiled through EDI, it enables fonnation or availability of a consignment
tracking service which can be offered to customers - a value addition. By this
tracking system, it is possible to determine when exactly a container/consignment of
particular goods are due to arrive or pass through customs for clearance etc. This
process would also reveal any delay, which otherwise could be unexpected, enabling
appropriate and timely action. More than the price for a particular service, it is the
reliability of a system that is very important to customers to plan their just-in-time
deliveries. This service has become a requirement to most customers as they can
save on inventory/warehousing costs. It saved US $ 7 million a year to Chrysler
company by closing down a warehouse in Michigan when they had the advantage of
such a service (Hone, 1997). Handling information and serving through EDI would
enable customers to send their cargo bookings to a freight forwarding company and
receive confirmations, all paperless. The EDI also enables a freight forwarding
company’s link to its suppliers and shipping lines.
The use of EDI also enables trading on credit terms by consignor and consignee with
each other. Title to the goods passes when the goods are paid for and the shipping
line would deliver only when it is told to deliver without having to bother about the
title to the goods. In such a case there is no need for a document of title. In its place,
a memorandum document or an ‘Express bill of lading’ can even be faxed from the
shipping line concerned to the consignee or customs clearance agent. This procedure
can avoid often encountered errors which can prove costly, such as small mistakes in
the letter of credit which can destroy the entire supply chain of sale of goods.
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However this is possible only when the consignee and consignor specifically agree
on these terms and thus have trust with each other.
It has been recognised, in view of the growing trade in India and the Far East, by the
freight forwarding community that offering a prompt and reliable service to
consignees in India and the Far East, and being able to give them the benefits of the
consignment tracking system as well, are vital elements of service (Hone, 1997).
The Bolero project, so much heard of today in connection with electronic trading i.e.
EDI, is an arrangement which allows negotiable documents such as the bills of lading
to be processed electronically. By using a central registry, the Bolero bill of lading is
created by one party, ‘signed’ electronically and is passed on to others in the chain as
the transaction progresses. At each stage of the transaction, the registry verifies that
«the messages sent from the parties are bona fide. The pre-condition for such an
arrangement is that the parties to the transaction have to agree to a set of rules to have
the legal sanctity of the electronic bill equivalent to the paper bill of lading. The
Bolero project avoids the inconvenience of differing traditional legal complications
of the participating countries. Now there is a Bolero association to oversee the entire
process.
To remain in the business, which is ever-growing in sophistication by methods like
the EDI, where the shippers can easily contact a carrier of choice electronically, the
freight forwarding companies must ensure that they can provide services which
customers would not be able to perform themselves, either due to lack of expertise or
funding or right connections in the total cargo flow chain, and let the customers
avoid devoting time away from their core activity. This is the secret of value added
service. Effective handling of information is as important as handling of the goods
themselves.
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The value added services that the Bolero would afford are:
oConsignment tracking service for customers.
olnformation from a wide variety of sources in a form that can be tailor made to suit
customer needs.
Appreciating the fact that all shippers may not be in a position to become a member
of Bolero the freight forwarding company can act as a ‘gateway’ on behalf of the
shipper (Hone, 1997).
6.3 The Changing Face of Freight Forwarding.
An American shipper study indicates that forwarders are shifting their traditional
function as transaction based middlemen to a broader role as managers of
infonnation and logistical services. Mr. Manfred Engst, executive vice president and
chief operating officer of Schenkar International feels that there is no future for
traditional freight forwarding. According to him, the total supply chain management
is the name of the game (Gillis, 1996, page 49).
Freight forwarders are increasingly discovering that they have no choice but to
_c_h_angetheir focus from a traditional documentation oriented business to today's
needs in warehousing, consolidation, logistics management and consultancy.
Adding competition to the already competitive freight forwarding business, new
comers such as Integrated air carriers like Federal Express and United Parcel
Services, ocean carriers and other cargo consolidators are entering the fray. The
freight forwarders are feeling the squeeze from everywhere while at the same time
shippers expectations have grown very high.
While some feel that even a small sized forwarder can operate very well if he has a
good knowledge of the market he is in, some feel that the opportunities are fading
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away for beginners. They feel that while earlier, one could start the business of
freight forwarding just with one telephone and little expertise, it may not be feasible
now, Today's trend is ‘O_neitop shopping’ where customers would like to entrust all
responsibility to one entity. Thus it has been possible only for large freight
forwarders to provide logistics services.
However, depending on the gze, forwarders offirlausiness/services as follows :
o Erge forwarders attain growth to achieve g£>bzilJcoverageand close supply chain
links with customers by acquisitions and expansions.
o Medium size forwarderswith a handful of offices, focusing on a particular En
or a few key commodities.
o _S_r_nallforwarders made up by entrepreneurs or family businesses serving a narrow
niche or a specific trade..{­
Apart from the above, some forwarders operate as franchisers, subsidiaries or
hidependent members of global networks. Leaving aside large forwarders who have
achieved growth by acquisitions, tb_rwarders have followed the strategy of
_increasing/establishing their _global coverage by joint ventures or agency
relationships. These companies specially the larger ones, hgfe found that joint
ventures are better than acquisitions because acquisitions have risks of unhappy staff
of acquired companies leaving also taki_ng_4awaycustomers. For smaller ones of
course, there is the question of capital requirements.
6.4 Growing Business of Fruits and Vegetable Exports.
There is an increase in the overall consumption of fresh produce of fruits and
vegetables in northern Europe. This is in line with a trend towards healthier diets.
The restaurants and supermarkets have cashed in on this taste of people by providing
a wide variety of fruits and vegetables. The preference has turned into a desire and a
year round need. In fact, it is said that it is the containerisation which has created a
demand for it. This has created new business opportunities for European lines who
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have tried to provide the required service of moving the produce from tropical and
southern hemisphere suppliers.
Fresh fruits and vegetables as already said are containerisable. Their storage times
are limited and, therefore, fast transit times are essential. They also need very careful
handling as they can get spoiled from the touch. Due to shorter life, i.e. nature of
perishability, they are to be shipped in small quantities and regularly to avoid storage
problems. They are susceptible to changes in temperatures and humidity. The
exports of fruits and vegetables are growing phenomenally. The transport mode has
now changed from the earlier air to sea transport as ‘controlled atmosphere’
technology has improved sea transportation. The technology is based on
manipulation of the levels of oxygen and other gases, to levels which slow down the
ripening of fruits and vegetables after picking. Thus the vegetables and fruits sun/ive
longer at sea. This also enables picking them in ripen condition to reach the markets
in a fresher condition and better flavour. This technology has also helped to shift
transport from reefers to containers as a container can be effectively sealed.
Containerisation also helps secure handling in a developing country like India where
the infrastructure is yet to develop for a smooth flow of cargo and multiple handling.
Containerisation offers better control (Conway, 1995, page 71-72).
The only problem with export of fruits and vegetables is that they are seasonal and
move in surges which the shipping lines find hard to arrange containers for due to
imbalances and different traffic patterns. As the reefer trades are also in the same
direction, freight rates are high. To quote an example of the seasonality of these,
there was a glut in tomatoes in a place called ‘Kolar’ in the southern state of
Kamataka. Expecting a great demand for tomatoes in the Northern states as in the
previous years, the local farmers grew an increased yield only to find that the demand
has suddenly vanished as the farmers in other places too had followed the suit in
growing the high yielding variety. The result was a distressed sale of Rupees 0.50
per kilo. This incident was even reported on the TV. Difficulties are also faced by
the farmers of wheat growing areas of Punjab and Haryana at times when they find
that there is no storage space to store food grains specially wheat. The knowledge of
Freight forwarders of markets abroad and ofcourse of how to move such unexpected
surpluses of the seasonal products can be a great asset.
This area has been discussed here as a new area for growth as well as opportunities
because of seasonal variations where the freight forwarders in India can find a niche.
To that extent, it can be considered as a critical aspect for Indian freight forwarders.
However, this is not to suggest that in general, from a business point of view of an
Indian freight forwarder, it is essential.
6.5 LCL Groupings.
It has been found that a substantial proportion of shippers prefer to move their LCL
traffic with specialised operators (like freight forwarders). This is because of their
value added services including collection_ of cargo before shipment, customs
clearance and delivery at destination, which may not be available from many ocean
carriers. The advantage with consolidators like freight forwarders is that they are
better placed to offer more frequent departures than shipping lines as they have a
wide choice of carriers and as the ocean carriers would confine liftings to their own
sailings or their consortium/joint service members. Moreover, lines provide
groupage services only to the destinations they sail whereas forwarders can provide
services to many or all destinations.
Consolidators in US (or maybe in general), who are able to consolidate container
traffic from at least three shippers can obtain incentive LCL rates from shipping
lines, which enable them to quote LCL rates to shippers which are generally 10%
lower than the lines’ direct groupage rates to exporters. For single and small
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shipments variations in costs may not be significant but may be substantial when a
larger number of individual shipments are accounted for over a period of time.
A small shipper‘s cargo for groupage will be valuable to a forwarder but may not be
of much interest to a major ocean carrier because of the small yield which may not be
commensurate with their large scale of operations. Thus, the forwarder’s business
with the small shipper will have a personal element which may not be present so with
an ocean carrier (Eller, 1996a).
6.6 Customer Service.
The two important criteria that shippers apply to a carrier or transportation are ‘Price’
and ‘Reliability’. The third but most important is the ‘Customer service’ they offer.
Customer service could mean how responsive the _carrier is or how easy it is to do
I business with him. Instead of talking to a number of people in the office, the
customer should be able to talk to one person who is a professional and who can give
services of complete information on pricing, cargo tracing or order taking. The
customer service is a whole gamut of action from booking of the cargo till they are
loaded on the carrier and delivered at the consignee’s end. It has been increasingly
recognised that the competitive advantage rests with that organisation which can
provide customer service and information. Customer service quality can be a
marketing and differentiation tool for a freight forwarder. In today’s world, customer
service is also inevitably driven by telecommunications and electronics.
The customer service has to be inbibed as a culture in an organisation. To
understand the concept of customer service, one has to understand the anxiety that a
customer would have while shipping his cargo. Anxiety is the basic underlying
factor which has to be objectively reduced. About shippers’ anxiety, Mr. Christopher
Ranking, president of the then P&O containers, North America says :
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“Thinkof howyoufeel whenyou waitfor your suitcase at an airport baggage
reclaim. After five minutes, if nothing comes, you start worrying. Then you
may wait and calm down. Then, after half an hour, you will be very anxious.
It is the same for shippers or exporters. They have a lot of other things to
worry about. Weare trying to reduce the anxiety of shippers. " (Damas, 1996,
page 43).
A good customer service will also mean being pro-active. It is also the question of
creating confidence in the customer’s mind. If there is potential delay, it is better to
call the customer and advise them suitably rather than him calling you. Some of the
key elements of customer service identified by P&O containers are :
0 Customer service includes every activity from price quotation through delivery to
billing.
o A philosophy of ‘under promising’ and ‘over delivering’.
0 Everyone in the company ‘owns’ his or her part of the business.
0 Decentralising the decision making process close to the customer’s doorstep.
Major carrier companies also have on their customer service menu, the prompt
attendance to the customer’s complaint. The trend in the world today and in
particular North America is to standardise and automate the delivery of customer
service. Similarly, other areas capable of being standardised are ‘tracing’
infonnation relating to shipment status, container damage or identification, customs
clearance etc.
However, certain specialised areas like hazardous cargo related answers to queries
can not be standardised but need direct information. A system of establishment of
detailed ‘profiles’ of customer needs including when and how they want to be
notified of shipment arrival (in port and inland) is needed to fonnulate pro-active
procedures, in turn enabling better service.
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The pinnacle of customer service through automation and standardisation is when a
customer does not need to contact company after booking cargo, because there is
total reliability.
6.6.1 Information and Logistics for customers.
Talking about the need of infonnation as a service to customer, Mr Claus Czisla,
director of sales and marketing for Asia and Pacific of Asia's leading freight
forwarding company Kuehne and Nagel (K&N), says that the pure movement of
freight is a sideline. Their business is more about the handling of infomiation. He
also feels that freight forwarders typically do not invest heavily in transportation
assets and that this is particularly true in Asia because of the rapidly changing
environment. He says that creating regional asset. facilities, like a warehouse could
become obsolete due to changing and unpredictable patterns of freight movements.
As already known, when a freight forwarder owns assets like warehousing etc., he
tends to lead the client to using these facilities though there may be better
alternatives. Thus non-asset based freight forwarders could be better placed to serve
the customer based on information. A non-asset based freight forwarder (or a third
party logistics provider) can keep the fixed cost variable, which is what the customer
would prefer.
The typical relationship of K&N as a freight forwarder is relating to the client more
as “consultancy". K&N designs a logistical solution involving two important
business elements of raw material handling and distribution of finished product.
Some clients hand over the responsibility of management of suppliers globally. The
connected inventory management enables better management of the flow of work in
the pipeline. By knowing exactly when the supplies are leaving the factory, better
transportation alternatives can be chosen, thereby improving the timing of delivery.
This gives two major advantages of reducing the cash tied up in raw material supply
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management and cutting of storage costs. The reduction of goods in the supply chain
also offers flexibility of changes according to market needs.
This is how the freight forwarders are finding their own niche in third party logistics
management as they have expertise in transport and sometimes other sectors of
logistics.
It is no more a search for a cheap transport from the shippers but how transport fits
itself as an activity in the total logistics chain. The trend now is to re-engineer
processes, squeeze non-value added activities out of the supply chain, create new
forecasting tools (to change response to anticipation) and increased importance of
software and technology. With the realisation that decentralisation of decision
making is the need of the day, firms now—a-daysgroup logistics activities by type
like inbound and outbound transportation, handling activities, storage activities and
infonnation systems so that skill based economies and strategic decision making can
be maximised in these areas.
It has also been recognised by firms that it is for cost effectiveness that some of
these areas could be contracted away to third parties where specialist skills and
expertise could be utilised and, at the same time, capital outlays could be avoided.
Thus the practice of outsourcing has become particularly popular in transport,
warehousing and the assembly sector (Flymn,1997).
It is said that today, information and its collection and storage may well be replacing
boxes and packages as the inventory of the future. Also, different pans of the world
currently have logistics in different stages of development depending on how




One of the surveys of shippers conducted by the Containerisation Intemational is on
the subject of services shippers expect out of their freight forwarders. Some of the
important findings are :
In FCL shipments, forwarder to select ocean carriers - 35%
Freedom to freight forwarders in arranging local transport of containers till they
are loaded on to a vessel - 43%
Will be guided by the freight forwarder in signing conference agreements - 51%
Expect freight forwarders to keep shippers informed all the time with regard to
changes in freight rates and ocean carrier service charges - 42%
In export documentation, forwarder instructed to prepare only shipping
documentation such as B/L, way bills, certificates of origin etc. - 70%
Expect forwarder to assist in obtaining payment from overseas customers by
becoming involved in negotiating documents through banks, especially when
letters of credit and sight drafts are involved- 30%
Expect forwarder to provide logistics facilities like order processing when orders
are placed with suppliers, warehousing and distribution -35%
In LCL shipments, freedom for forwarder to select groupage operators - 40%
In regard to negotiation of ocean freight rates, done in conjunction with
forwarders - 27%
Forwarder asked to negotiate on shipper’s behalf - 19%
Negotiate service contracts with ocean carriers in conjunction with forwarders ­
47%
In negotiation of overseas sales contract, expect forwarder to guide as to the most
appropriate INCOTERMS - 23%
Expect forwarder to have a global network of offices and freight handling




0 Expect forwarder to have the ability to use Information Technology and
communicate electronically - 79% (Eller, 1996b).
This gives a good indication where the world is going and what is expected of the
freight forwarders. Most important are the necessity of a global network, use of




As a part of the sales contract between a buyer and a seller, t_ransportation forms one of
the important ingredients of the total logistics chain. It takes specialists to arrange for
transportation of goods from the shipper to the consignee. Arrangement of transport is
not as simple as it sounds. It involves a myriad number of ways of transportation ­
transportation modes, vehicles, routes, time, freight rates etc. It needs a very close
knowledge and acumen to arrange for theLngst appropriate method of transport from the
total cost, total ti_meand total lo_gisticspoints of view.
For the purpose of arrangement of transport, therefore, a shipper, whether big or small,
needs a third party to bail him out. For m_ediumand small shippers the dependence on
the third parties is inevitable, as they are li_rnitedby their resources of capital and
manpower. Even for big shippers, it makes economic sense to out-source the
transportation arrangement as their organisation has to remain slim and trim to avoid
extra expenditure - c_<)s.tsavings being an important ingredient in international
competitiveness.
The third party the shippers could depend on sh_guldbe independent and not affiliated to
any carrier, like a freight broker in which case they would have a bias to utilise the
carrier's transport irrespective of the shippers interest or the objective total logistics
solution. Even a_mgngthe third parties, those who own assets like warehouses or some
inland transport, would again be biased towards tgilisation of their assets. Freight
forwarders, who have expert knowledge of the whole gamut of transportation, who
understand the importance of total logistics solution and those who are non-asset based
are the best bet as third parties to objectively log after the interests of the shippers and
provk:<:’thebe_sttransportation solution, specially for medium and small shippers who do
not have the negotiatingpower with carriers. They relieve the shippers of hazels of
extra activities like transportation and let them focus on their core activities. They also
have the*fl_gxi_bilityto choose any carrier who can give the maximum advantage. In
today's world of high competitiveness, the ngasset based freight forwarders have an
edge as they have the leait capital investment to service and thus can keep the_irAcostof
service down.
There are various types and sizes of freight forwarding companies. Sizes vary from just
one man firms to big global companies who have worldwide offices and who even own
ships. Increasingly, the activities of freight/forwarders are changing from mer_ecustoms
clearance to total transport providers and, in the developed part of the world, as third
party logistics providers. In developing countries like India, fr_e_ig_htforwarding
predominantly is st_il1_akin to customs clearance. The__traditior_1_a_l_r_oleof a freight
forwarder in India has been to provi_cl_ethe custom clearance services and he is known as
‘Clearing and forwarding agent’ or ‘Custom house agent’(CHA). Traditionally a CHA
has organised for the local regional transportation and other logistical necessities which
extend within the country. He has acted as an intermediary between the trade, customs
or an international freight forwarder. It is estimated that over 80% of the container cargo
being handled at the gateway ports are handled by the CHAS and the remaining 20% by
other agencies like CONCOR; CWC; Steamer agents etc (Engineer, 1997, page 2).
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However the trend is changing here also to provid_e_transportation, ware_housing, inland
transport etc. In developing countries, freight forwarders handle most of the liner cargo
(estimated at 75 % in 1987 and which would still be substantial today) and are thus very
important to these economies. They have a big role to play in making the exports
competitive by providing the optimum transportation solution.
In India, which is a developing country, the economy is booming and new markets and
new business opportunities are emerging. The export part of the trade does not consist
of only the big trading or manufacturing houses but innumerous small and medium sized
exporters and manufacturers, among whom are substantial ngv entrants to the trade.
These are the ones who would find the genui_n_e_s_ervicesof freight forwarders inyaluable
to launch their products effectively in the intemational market. Big ocean carriers or
other third parties may not always find it possible to give these small parties pe_rs_onal
__levelattention because of their scale of operations. It would be more profitable for them
to focus their resources on shippers of high value and/or high volume cargo and,
comparatively may not find the small and medium shippers very important. But for a
small or medium sized frei_ght forwarder every shipper even if he is small, is an
important’ customer and thus is in a better position to give pergmtlised service.
Accoring to personal conversations/interviews which the author had with some leading
as well as small and medium freight forwarders in the cities of Bangalore and Mumbai in
India during the preparatory period of this dissertation in early 1997, most of the freight
forwarders in India are very small or medium sized, many of whom may constitute one
or two person offices. Leaving aside those who neither have expertise nor capability to
provide proper transport arrangements and many of those who are gisgrupulous, these
freight forwarders may be the ones who could play a major part in facilitating
competitive exports in India. It may not be possible for all shippers to adequately invest
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in Information Technology given their limited resources. It will be for those__genuine
freight forwarders to adequately invest in Information Technology in providing better
quality—ofcustomer service to_the small and medium shippers. As already said, there is
evolution of newer markets and trades, like for example the growing fruits and vegetable
exports or ot-l—ie—r_p~rocessedfoods etc. Keeping in mind the limited resource capabilities
of small and medium freight forwarders in India, it is better for these forwarders to
specialise and focus on niche markets to attain competitiveness by keeping their risk
element low with maximum possible thrust.
As brought out in chapter 4, owing to the bwling trade in India consequent to
liberalisation, carriers are increasing their service facilities and levels tremendously. As
a result, their is now a vefl_wide choice for the freight forwarders in India. This coupled
with the very competitive freight rates induced by.heavy competition in container liner
trade, the Indian freight forwarders should find the going to their liking and take this
opportunity to find the best possible transportation to their shippers, and with ethical
conviction, share the benefits of the competitive rates obtainable from the carriers in this
competitive environment with their shippers. The objective should be of a long and
fruitful relationship i.e. a wingwin relationship rather than making a fas_t'buck. It is very
certain and natural, as it happens in many countries, that there are many fly by night
operators, who take the advantage of new and gullible shippers and spoil the name of the
freight forwarding community. It will be for the national association of freight
forwarders in India to fonnulate a system whereby all freight forwarders can enroll or
register with some sort of commitment to li_ability. It could be widely and effectively
advertised through the media, impressing upon the shippers to use the registered freight
forwarders who could also be guaranteed in some way. Alternatively, the Indian
govemment could provide a system of registration of the freight forwarders in
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consultation with the community, wherein the forwarders provide some bank guarantee
or proof of insurance with regard to his liability so that any shipper could avail himself
of the services of a registered forwarder, fully confident that he is doing the business
with a genuine party.
Internationalization and globalisation of the services is inevitable if freight forwarders
are to remain in the field; shown by the survey of shippers as brought out in chapter_6.
While it is easier for bi_g_operatorsto either open their own offices abroad or establish
agencies or contacts of some sort, the smaller and medium forwarders would find it hard
to establish such capital investment oriented contacts. It will be easier and better for
them to either t_'1_r_1d__a_partner of similar scale outside the country and have a mutual
business agreement to handle each others interests. Alternatively, smaller ones could
operate as franch_i:‘»_eforwarders, which does not.call for heavy investments. In the
United States the small forwarders are joining international networks such as the Global
Logistics Association, United Shippers, Hi-Tech Forwarders Network and the World Air
Cargo Association. These groups _1in_itesmall forwarders, customs brokers and Non
Vessel Operators(NVOs) domestically and abroad. Thus working together gives the
small forwarders as a group, an ability to compete better against larger companies on a
world wide basis and give them better profits. Such networks also gives them the
opportunity to ut_il_is_eeach others’ facilities like warehouses and provide common bills of
lading, which in turn gives better bargziining power with the carriers. One of the above
mentioned network companies, Medallion, offers its members d_o_er-to-doorservice
almost anywhere in the world. Others offer different such services to members. Several
of the networks are developing electronic infonnation systems for planning transport
options, spotting supply chain problems etc.(Chris Gillis, 1996b, page 55). It would be
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worthwhile for the Indian forwarders to look for such arrangements to expand their
intemational network of operations.
A Freight forwarder has to get involved in different_l_e_galregimes in the world in the
course of his operations (He faces the risk of being liable to the cargo owner, a third
party or lessor of any equipment he might be using). When he a<:tiz1s.__aprincipal, at
times he may find himself in an unenviable position of becoming liable to the cargo
owner or a third party or a lessor of some equipment but at the same time not able to
recover from different carriers, either due to limitation of liability of the carrier, i.e. his
own liability being higher than that of the carrier, or confli_c_ti_ngprovisions of different
le&l_regimes or some other reason. Additionally, he may also be personally liable for
those services he renders on his own, like the warehousing. He will have to, therefore,
consider all such eventualities which he may face in the course of his business and
adequately cover them by appropriate insurance.
It is a very good development that the lmlian Multimodal Legislation has been
promulgated. It provides a legal framework within which the Indian forwarders can
assume the role of Multimodal Transport Operators (MTOS) and, to a large extent,
_mitigate the problems of absence of an accepted uniform international legal regime.
However, it is intriguing why the Act is applicablgto only exports and not imports. The
only reason that comes to mind is that it may be because it is only in case of_exports that
the Multimodal transport document is i_ssuedin India on which the Act has jurisdiction.
The Act could have still achieved its objectives by keeping itself open to both imports
and exports as, if any outside party wants to issue a Multimodal document as per the
Indian Act’s provisions in the absence of any local legal regime, he could well do so. It
is understood that some amendments are being carried out -including Air transport as a
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mode under the Act, enabling individuals/partnerships to register themselves as MTOS
etc. The Act also stipulates that a prospective_MTO seeking registration, should have
either a turnover or capital base of Rupees 5,000,000. It is felt that this restriction
inhibits the growth of and opportunities for s_n_1_allbut genuine freight forwarders. If the
objective is to eliminate the unscrupulous forwarders and protect shippers, then it would
be better to provide a condition by other means, like b_2_1;k_guaranteefor the value of
shipments or proof of insurance corrage for liability etc., which could always be
checked by the c_u§t_omsat the time of shipments. After all, what is the guarantee that a
registered MTO does n_otship goods valued more than the limit of Rupees 5,000,000? In
order for Multimodal transportation to fully succeed in India, apart from the efforts to
improve physical infrastructure like ports and ICDs, it will also be very important to
remove the impediments like extg documentation with the customs and restrictions on
movements of import containers (including empties) from ports to inland destinations.
These movements can give impetus to containerisation of cargoes inland.
In India, forwarders are still concentrating on _FCL shipments. With tremendous
expansion of services by the liner operators/carriers to and from India, and with their
betterresource capabilities like infonnation technology, global network capabilities and
customi_s_edcustomer service departments, they will be in a better position to service the
ECL shipments and it will only be a matter of time before all FCL shippers (who are
essentially big) will start booking directly with them. The freight forwarders in India
would find it definitely better to involve themselves in providing __I:CLshipment services
where they will find better rates to operate profitably and where small_and medium
shippers who are_numerous in India, will need them. Carriers will also welcome them as
it will save them the trouble of diverting their resources, which probably they would like
to employ better elsewhere or save costs.
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Customer service in today’s context, largely goes with _i_nforrnationtechnology. It was
brought out in chapter 6 that hagllring infonnation will become more important than
handling goods themselves. Precise erichange of data/infonnation, properly tied up with
different stages of movement of goods with a total logistical solution in mind is what is
important. Gerhardt _l\/lueller describes intermodal transportation (in our context,
intermodal transportation would mean Multimodal transportation) as warehousing on the
move. In his opinion, where the goods _stop moving it is no more a intermodal
‘transportation but warehousing. If the go_odsare to move in a seamless, continuous, door
to door manner, usage of information technology is inevitable. The Indian f_r_eight
forwarders would fEi_in_vesting in adequate information technology as the most
invaluable tool both from the customer service point of view (which in itself is a
marketing tool) and from the point of view of establishing overseas contact. Today, in
the international context, information technology is a necessity rather than a choice. If
the Indian forwarders do not invest in IT, there will be interfacing problems with their
outside counterparts and they will not be able to take advantage of the IT.
7.2 Recommendations.
7.2.1 For the Indian Freight Forwarders
I. It would be preferable for the Indian freight forwarders to be non-asset based since
such freight forwarders are increasingly finding preference in general as they offer
more fl_e)(_ibility.
2. They should clla_ngethemselves in line with the trend (all over the world), over from









full advantage of the framework provided by the Indian Multimodal Transport
Legislation.
They should adequately irlest in information technology with the aim of providing
better customer service and also from their own business point of view.
It is better for them to be niche oriented in order to have a better business focus and
customc.r.service and in view of limited resources.
. They should have the shippers interests as their top priority on the basis of a win-win
long relationship.
. They should expand their global network of operations by entering into partnership
with similarly placed freight forwarders and other third parties abroad or on franchise
basis for mutually covering each other’s interests.
. Domestically also, they could enter into arrangements with each other, to form joint
ventures to compete effectively with the bigger, foreign third parties.
. They should concentrate on _LCL shipments, which gives them better operating
leverage, rather than the FCT.shipments which is not their bread and butter.
They should operate in keeping with moral and ethical values to keep the business
clean and towards long and good relationships with shippers.
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7.2.2 Others
10. It would be preferable to make the Indian Multimodal transportation legislation
applicable to both imports and exports.
11. The financial requirements for registration as MTO should be modified to amuch
lower level to enable even smaller freight forwarders to register. To check
unscrupulous ones, it is better to put a condition to provide for a bank guarantee or
appropriate insurance cover to cover the value of each shipment which can be
checked by the customs at the time of shipment.
12. To avoid unscrupulous ones in the business, an appropriate system could be
formulated, either by the national association of freight forwarders or the government,
to register the genuine freight forwarders.
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An Act to provide for the regulation of _themultimodal transpor­
tation of goods, from any place in India to a place outside India,
on the basis of a multtmodal transport contract and for
matters connected therewith or incidental thereto.
Br: it enacted by Parliament in the Forty-fourth Year of the Republic
of India as tollows:——
CHAPTER I
PRELIMINARY
1. (1) This Act may be called the Multirnodal Transportation
Goods Act, 1993.
(Z) l: extends to the whole of India except the State of Jammu and
Kashmir. ' '3
(3) It shall be deemed to have come into force on the 16th day of
October. 1992.
Z In this Act, unless the contest otherwise l.'Equi.re5__
of
(a) "carrier" means a person who is engaged in the business of
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(b) “competent authority" means any person or authority authorised
by the Central Government, by notification in the Official Gazette, to
pcri'on'n the tlunctions of the competent authority under this Act;
(c) ‘_‘consignee" means the person named as consignee in the
multimodal transport contract;
(:1) “consignment" means the goods cbtrusted to a multimodal
transport operator for multimodal transportation;
(e) “consignor" means the person, named in the multimodal trans­
port contract as ¢0n_5ig-nor’by whom or on whose behalf the goods
covered by such contract are entrusted to a multimodal transport
operator for multimodal transportation;
-.'(/) “delivery" means,— '
(i) in the case of a negotiable multimodal transport document_
delivering of the consignment to, or placing the consignment at the
disposal of, the consignee; or any other person entitled to receive it;
(ii) in the case of anon-negotiable multimodal transport
documemt, delivering of the consignment to, or placing the con­
signment at the disposal of. the consignee or any person authorised
by the consignee to accept delivery of the consignment on his
behalf; ‘
(3) “ondorscc" means the person in whose favour an endorsement
l5 made. and in the case of successive endorsements. the person in
whose favour the last endorsement is made;
I ' (h) "endorsement" means the signing by the consignee or the
endorsee after adding a direction on a negotiable multimodal transport
document to pass the property in the goods mentioned in such document
to a specified person;
(1) "goods" includes­
(I) contuincrs, pallets or.similnr articles of transport used to
consolidate goods; and ­
.(Il) animals;
(I) “mode of transport" means carriage of goods by fond. rail,
inland waterways or sea; '
_(_k) ‘_‘multimodal transportation" means carriage of goods by two
or more modes of transport from the place of acceptance of the goods
1“ mdla l-° 3‘Place of delivery of the goods outside India;
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(I) “multimodal transport contract" means a" contract entered into
by‘ the consignor and the inultimodal transport operator for multimodal
transportation;
(m) “multimodal transport operator" means any person who—­
(i) concludes a multimodal transport contract on his own
behalf or through another person acting on his behalf;
. (ii) acts as princvpal, and not as an agent either of the
comignor or of the carrier participating in the multimodal trans­
por1at:ion, and who assumes responsibility for the performance of
the said contract; and
(iii) is registered under sub-section (3) of section 4;
means a multi­(n) “negotiable multimodal transport document"
'modal transport document which is—
(i) made out to order or to bearer; or
(ii) made out to older and is transferable by endorsement; or
(iii) made out to bearer and is transferable without endorse­
ment;
(0) “non-negotiable muitimodal transport document" means a
mtltimodal transport document which indicates only one named
consignee;
. (3) "prescribed" means prescribed by rules made under this
Act;
(q) “registration" means registration of multimodal transport operator
under sub-"section (3) of section 4.
CllAP'l‘E_£l{ ll
REGULATION OF MULTIMOI)/\l. 'l'R/\NSl"Ult'l'.\TlON
3. No person shall carry on or commence the business of multimodal
transportation unless he is registered under this Act:
Provided that a person carrying: on the business of multimor.lal transpor­
tation immcdiately before the commencement of this Act, may continue
to do so for a period of Lhrce months from such commencement: and if he
has made an application for registration within the said period, till the disposal
_0f "such -'application.
4. (1) Any person may apply for registration to the competent authority
to carry on or oonunence the business of multimodal transportation.
(2) An application" u;~.-_|vrsill)-section (I) shall he made in suchform
as may be prc.scn'bcd an.l shall be accompanied by .1 ice of ten thousand
rupees.
(3)rOn receipt of the application, the competent authority shall satisfy
‘hat “"3 3P'P1iCant fulfils the l0"°“’l"L; conditions, namely:—
(a) (i) that the applicant is ashipping company or a comfuny
engaged in the business of freight forwarding in lndi.-r or abroad with a
minimum‘ annual turnover of fifty lakh rupees during the immediate
preceding financial year or an average annual turnover of fifty lakh rupees
during the preceding three financial years as certified by a chartered
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P°Gl‘liI:din sub,-clause (1'). lhe subscribed.shr_u’e
,' (- .;- :
;_ ..‘." '3 (b) _l.hat.‘t'ho:applicant lras‘.6lliccs-'0t‘*
not less than two other countries,
and onnbeing so‘::-Patlstied,register the applicant as a multirnodal transport
operator and grant a,cert_ilicate to it to” carry on or commence the
“business of multimodal transportation:
Provided that the competent authority “may, for reasons to be re­
corded in writing, refuse to grant registration if it is satisfied that the
a
applicant does not fulfil the said conditions.
(4) A certificate granted under sub-section (3) shall be valid for
period of one year and may be renewed from time to time for a further
period of one year at 3 time.
(5) An application for renewal shall be made in such form as may be
prescribed and shall be accompanied [byaitee of two thousand rupees.
5. Tire competent authority may, it’ it is satisfied at any time after
antler sult­.(a) any statement in, or in relation to, any application
section (2) of section 4 or its renewal under sub-section (5) of that see­
Cancel­
lation ot - I ­
"db regrsration Urat—
tratlon,
tion, is incorrect or false in any material particular; or
(b) -any of the "provisions of this Act or the rules made there­
under has been contravened by the rnultimodal transport upcrtllur; or
(C) U“?mullullodal transport opbrator has not entered into any multi­
modal transport contract during the preceding two years after his registra­
tion,
cancel by order the certificate of registration:
mo§1'l°Vld°dthat no such registration shall be cancelled unless the multi­
3 transport operator has been given a reasonable opportunity of
5h°“’l"§ C3059against the proposed action.
6- (1) AD)’ P<=l‘$0uaggrieved by an order made by the competent authority
Under section 5 may prefer an appeal to the Central Government within such
preferred alter the expiry of the
Appeal.
’ P°l'i°d as may be prescribed.
(fr) No appeal shall be ‘admitted it it is
prescrrbed period;
; pem.x‘j";’f"t‘;°‘lthat 3" “PP°_al mil)’ bc admitted after the expiry of the prescribed
cause I °.3PP¢"3nl saltslics the Central Government that he had sullicient
or not preferring the appeal within the prescribed period.
all be tirade in such form and
d and shall be accompanled
(3) F-Vcry appeal made u'ndcr this section 5].
.°“ Payment of such fees as may be prescribe
by a copy of the order appeale_dagainst '
(4) On receipt of any such appear. the Cemmlflo
eaes!$“bl° °Pll0rtunity of being he
. . p'°p°" """*e Such order as‘ rt thinks lit
giving the parties tr re
such inquiry-as tr; (1
vernment shall, after
ard and after making
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7. (1) Where the consignor _and the multimodal transport oper:uor have
entered into a contract for the tlllt_ll_l.l'.llg‘_d.'tltransportation and the multimodal
transport operator has taken charge of tire goods, he shall, at the option «at
the consignor, issue a negotiable or non—ncgoti:tble ntu|timod:tl transport tlut.'ll­
ment_ ­
(2) The multimodal transport document shall be signed by the mnltimodal
transport operator or by a person dulty authorised by him.
8. (1) Every consignee named in the negotiable or non-negotiable mulli­
modal transport document and every emlorscc of such document, as the case
may be, to whom the property in the goods mentioned therein shall pass, upon
or by reason of such consignment or endorsement, shall have all the rights and
liabilities of the consignor.
(2.) Nothing contained in sub-section (1) shall prejudice or nllect the right
of tho multimodal transport operator to claim freight front the Coltsignor or
enforce any liability of the consignee or cntlorscc by reason of his being such
consignee or endorsee.
9. The multintotlal transport tlucumcnl shall contain the lttlln\VlItLvparti­
culars, namely:—
(a) the general nature of the goods. the It-:ulin_rzmarks neces­
Stlry for identification of the tzoods, t.he ehnrae'ler or the ygumlrz(in­
cluding dangerous goods), number of pat'l<.'t{{Csor units and tin­
gross weight and quantity of the goods;
(b) apparent condition of the goods;
(c) .the name and principal place of business of the multimodal
transport operator;
((1) the name of the consigm-r;
(e) the name of the consigme, it specified by the consignor:
(f) the place and date of taking cliarge. of the goods by the multimotlal
transport operator; '
(g) the place of delivery of the goods;
(In) the date or-the period of. deliverry of the goods at the place of
delivery;
(i) whether it is negotiable or non-negotiable;
(7') the place and date of its issue;
(k) freight payable by the eonsignor or the consignee, as the
ease may.be;'
(l) the signature oi’.the nmltimotlal transport operator or of a person
duly authorised by him;
("71) the intended journey route, modes of transport aml |\l:It‘C<oi























(In) terms of shipment and a statement that the document has been
issued subject to and in accordance with" this Act; and
(0) any other particular which‘ the parties may agree to insert
in the document, if any such particular is not inconsistent with any
law for the time being in force.
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I0. (I) Where the multimodal transport operator or in person acting on
his behalf knows, or has reasonable grounds to suspect, that the particulars
furnished by the consignor in the multimodal transport document do not ae­
curatcly represent the goods actually tal:cn in charge, or if he ha; no reasonable
mcans of checking such particulars, the multimodal transport operator or a
person acting on his behalf shall insert in the multimodal transport do­
cument a reservation specifying the inaccuracies, if any, the grounds of
suspicion or the absence of reasonable means of checking the particulars.
(2) Where the multimodal transport operator or a person acting on his
hchalf fails to insert the reservation in the multimodal transport document rc­
lating to the apparent condition -)'l the goods, he shall be deemed to
have accepted the goods in apparent good cond'I.tion_
ll. Save as provided. in section l0,—
(a) the multimodal transport document shall he primu /ac.-inevidence
of the fact that the multimodal transport operator has talcep charge of
the goods as described in the document; and
(b) no proof to the contrary by the mu!timo'da| transport operator
shall be admissible if the multimodal transport document is issued in
negotiable form and has been transmitted to the consignee or transferred
by the consignee to a third party, if the consignee or the third party
has acted in good faith relying on the description of the goods in
the document.
12. (I) The consignor shall he dccmcrl to have guaranteed to the multi­
modal transport operator the adequacy and accuracy, at the time nhc multimodal
transport operator takes charge of the goods. of the particulars referred to in
clauses ((1) and (I!) of section 9 as furnished try the consignor for insertion in
the multimodal transport document.
(2) The consignor shall indenmify the multimodal transport operator against
loss resulting from inadequacy or inaccuracy of the particulars referred to in
sub-section (1). t - .-'. . .'ttfl_.:
(3) The right of the nnrltimoclal transport operator under snh-section (2)
shall in no way "limit his liability under the multimodal transport contract to
any person other than the consignor.
CHAPTER IV
Rasponsrnrnrnrs /mo I.tMIlLI"l‘IF’.';or -rm: MULTIMODAL'rm\Nsr~on1-ormzvroe
13. (1) The multimodal transport operator shall be‘ liable for loss
I - - .resulting from— ' -_u. ._ . .-._
('1). 3")’ i055 0i. 0f ti-‘tillage to. the con-:i_e'mnent;
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(b) delay in -delivery of_t_heconsignment‘ and any consequential
' loss or damage arising f1'0|.|llfillch delay.
I .
where such loss. damage or delay in delivery took place while the con­
slgnment was -in his charge: ' '
‘Provided that the multimodal transport operator shall not be liable t[
he proves that. no fault or neglect 'on his part or that of his servants or
agents had caused or coi1trlbu_ted'H‘t.osuch loss_ damage or delay in
delivery:
provided furthcr that the multimodal transport operator shall not be
liable for loss or damage arising out of delay in delivery unless the con­
signor had made a declaration of interest in timely delivery which has
been accepted by the multimodal transport operator.
E.-rplanation.-—Forthe purposes of this sub-section. “delay in delivery"
shall be deemed to occur' when the consignment has not been dclivererl
within the time expressly agreed .upon or, in the :Ih.<cncc of such
agrcemc'nt_ within a rcrmonablc time required by a dili_rv_enimullimudrtl
transport operator. having regarc‘- to the circumstanms or the ease, to
effect the delivery of the consignment.
(2) If the consignment. has not been delivered within ninety cons:cu.
tive days following the date of delivery expressly agreed upon or thr­
reasonable time referred to in the E.-cplanation to sub-section (l). the
claimant may treat the consignment as lost.
14. (1) Whereta multimodal transport operator becomes liable for
any loss of. or damage to. any consignment. the nature and value where­
of have not been declared by the consignor before such consignment
has been taken in charge by the rnullin'-’dal transport. operator and the
stage of transport at xvliiclrsttrli loss r-.- damage oe.curre.-l is not known,
then the liability of the multitnorlal transport. operator to pay compen­
sation shall not exceed two Special Drawing Rights per kilogram of the
gross weight of the consignment lost or damaged or 666.67 Special
Drawing Rights per package or unit lost or damaged. wliicltcvcr is higher.
E':cpla1Iatlon.—l"orthe purposes of this sub-section, where a container,
P3llI.3t"01“slmll_ararticle of transport is loaded with more than one pack­
age or unit, ‘the packages or units enumerated in the multimodal trans­
port document, as packed in such container, pallet or similar articlc of
transport shall be deemed as packages or units. ‘
(3) Notwithstanding anything contained in sub-section (1), If the multt­
modal transportation does not, &'lC_COI‘CllrIgto the multlmodal transport
contract, include carriage of goods by sea or by inland waterways. the
liability of the multimodal transport operator shall be limited to an
amount not exceeding 8.33 Special Drawing Rights per kilogram of the
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15, Where a multimodal transport operator hccomcs liable for any loss
of or damage go,any consignment, the nature and value whereof have not
been declared by the consignor before SUCHC°‘l5lE“m¢“"h“ bet?“ lake“
in charge by-the multimodal transport operator and the stage of trans
port at which such loss or damage occurred .is known. then the limit of
the llablllty of the multimodal tra"5P°"' °P°r=‘°r for such loos or damage
_3ha]1be determined in accordance with the provisions of the relevant law
applicable in relation to the mode of transport during the course of which­
the loss or damageoccurred and any stipulation in the multimodal trans­
port contract to the contrary shall pr: void and unenforceable.
|(;_ where delay in delivery of‘ the consignment occurs under any of
the circumstances mentioned in the Explalmlion lo_ SUl>-SCCli0n (1 ) of
section '13,.or any’ consequential loss or damage arises from such delay.
then. the liability of the multimodal transport opcratorshall be limited
to the freight payable for the consignment so delayed.
‘-7. (1) Assessment of compensation for loss of. or damage to, the con­
signment shall be made with reference to the value of such consignment
at the place where, and t.he time at which, such consignment is delivered
to t.he consignee‘ or at the place and time when, in accordance with the
multimodal transport contract, it should have been delivered.
(2) The value of the consignment shall be determined according to
the current commodity exchange price. or, if there is no such price. ac­
cording to the current market prlce_ or-_-ifthe current market pr-lce 13 not
ascertainable. with reference to the normalvalue of a consignment of
the same kind and quantity. ­
18. The multimodal transport operator shall not be entitled to the
l7<‘Deiitof limitation of liability under any of the provisions of this Chap­
ter if it is proved that the loss, <|ama;:c or delay in delivery of consign­
NCM resulted from an act or omission of the multimodal transport
operator with intent to cause such loss._.damage or delay or recklessly
andlyvith knowledge that such loss, damage or- delay would probablyresu . ,
19. The multimodal transport operator shall not, in any case, be liable
for an amount greater than the liability for total loss of goods for which
-1 P¢|'SOn Will be entitled to make a claim against llim under the provisions
of this Act."
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20.(1)Thedeliveryofthe consigneebythe multl­
modal transportpperator shall be treated a_.s,_.p_ra_gna[nae-‘evidence of delivery'el.'al -I
of ‘the goods as described in the multimodal transport document unless‘,n_o_tie_e
of the general nature of loss of, or damage to, the goods is given, in writing,
by the consignee to the multimodal transport ‘operator at the time of handing
over of the goods to the consignee.
(2) Where the loss or damage is not apparent. the provisions of sub­
section (1) shall apply unless notice Ill writing ‘ls given by the consignee of
the loss of, or damage to, the goods within six consecutive days after the (I:-._v
when the goods were handed over to the consignee.
' CHAPTER v '
MISCELLANEOUS
21. (1) Where the consignor hands over the prescribed dangerous
goods to a multimodal transport operator or any person acting on behalf
of such operator, the consignor shall inform him of the nature of the
dangerous goods and, if necessary, ‘the precautions to be "taken while
transporting such goctls. .'
(2) Where the consignor fails to inform the multimodal transport Operator
or the other person acting on behalf of such operator of the nature or the
dangerous goods and such ‘operator or person does not othcrtvlsc hm-c know.
ledge of the dangerous goods­
(a) the consignor shall be liable to the multimodal transport opera­
tor or the other person acting on behalf of such operator for all loss­
resulting from the multimodal transportation of such goods; and
(b) the goods may at any time be unloaded, destroyed or ren­
dered innocuous, as the circumstances may require, without payment
of compensation.
22. (1) The multimodal transport operator who has not been paid the
amount of consideration stipulated In the multimodal transport contract shall
have a lien on the consignment and on the documents in his possession.
(2) Notwithstanding anything contained in sections l3, l6 and I8, the
period during which the goods are in possession of the multimodal transport
operator in exercise of his right of lien referred to in sub-section (I) shall
not be. included for the purposes of calculating the time of delay under any
of those sections.
23.. Notwithstanding anything contained in any other provision of this
Act. It ‘shall be lawful for the parties to the multimodal transport con­
tract to include In the multimodal transport document any .provision relating
to generalaverage.
EIP’071dtI'0n.—For the purposes of this section, “general average" means
1088. damage or expense reasonably incurred in order to avert danger to
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2(a) the -date of.delivei"y"oi the goods. or
' ' . ' '-1;.‘ -.Lr',l "5 r,-".-ol::.'i in-.-‘r-L asil to
' I 3.’:
(b') the date when the goods sliotild have bccrpdelivcretl, or.
(c) moi dam on and ..fiom which the party :entilled_ to receive
delivery of the goods has the right to treat the goods "as lost under sub­
section (2) of section 13. .
25. Any party to the multimodal transport contract may institute an
action in a court which is competent and wit.hin the jurisdiction of which is
situated one of the following places, namely:—
(a) the principal place of business, or, in the absence thereof, the
habitual residence, of the defendant; or
(b) the place where tho multimodal transport contract was made,
provided that the defendant has a place of business, branch or agency at
such place; or
(c) the place oi taking charge of the goods for iiiultiniodal trans­
portation or the place of delivery thercot’;.or '
‘any. other place specified in the multimodal transport con­
tract and evidenced in the multimodal transport document.
26. (1) The parties ‘to a muliimodal transport contract may provide
therein that any dispute which may arise relation to .multlmodal transpor­
tation under the provisions'oi this Act shall ‘be referred to arbitration.
(2) The arbitration proceeding may: be instituted at such place or in
accordance with such procedure as may be. specified in the multimodal transport
document. '
27. The Central Government may, by iiotilieation in the Otlicial Gazette.
direct that any power exercisable by it under this Act, except the
if any, as may be specified therein, be exercisable also by such olliccr or
authority as may be specified in the notification.
28. No person registered as a multimodal transport operator shall enter
into any contract for multimodal transportation except in accordance Will) the
provisions of this Act and any contract, to the extent it is inconsistent
with the said provisions, shall be voidzand unenforceable.
. 2_9- “W PTO‘-'isions of this Act shall have clTcct iiolwithstanding any­
thing. inconsistent. therewith contained in any other law for‘ the time being In
force .or in any instrument having effect by virtue of any law other than this
Act-. . . . . ‘ " - - '5 '-''t 'z' . fl ' I
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- under section 30, shall, in such circumstances and subject to such conditions.
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30. (1) The Central Government may, by notification in the Otlicial (i:r.'.ctt.'.
make'rules-for eartylnglont'tlte' provisions-of.this Act. ' "
f.,,.", (2)]in pii:uet:1ar‘,[.iii;_ci",pi%iiii:cSu';i’, ',{'91_..:'¢i'5c>c'to_'_tltc gciiciatiufét itiefilregoilng
‘provisions, such rules may provide for all or any.ot' the following mztttrzrs.
namely:—- I ' '
(a). the formsln which applications shall be made under section 4;
(b) the period within which appeal shall be prclcrredutidcr sub­
section (1) of section 6;
(c) the form in which an appeal shall be preferred under section 6
and the amountlof fee payable in respect of such appeal;
(d) dangerous goods for the purpose of section 2|;
(c) any other matter which is to be, or may be. prescribed.
(3) Every rule made under this Act shall be laid, as soon as may
be after it is made, before each House of Parliament, while it is in session, for
a total period of thirty days which may be comprised in one session or in two
or more successive sessions, and if, before the expiry of the session immediate!y
following the session or the successive sessions aforesaid, both Houses agree in
making any modification in the rule or both Houses agree that the mic should
not be made, the rule shall thereafter have effect only in such mudifml fonn
or be of no effect, as the case may be; so, however, that any such modification
or annulment shall be without prejudice to the validity of anything previously
done under that rule.
31. On and from the date of the commencement of t.his Act, the
enactments specified in Pans" I, ll and ill of the Schedule shall be amended in
the manner specified therein. .
32. (1) The Multimudal 'l‘ran.<.port:ttion of Goods Ordinance. I993 is
hereby repealed.
(2) Notwithstanding such repeal, anything done or any action taken under
the said Ordinance, shall be deemed to have been done or taken under the
corresponding provisions df this Act.
THE SCHEDULE
(See section 31)
AMENDMENT on cnnr/mu F.NACTMl‘-.NTS
M PART; I
Amcndrrtenrol the Carriers Art, 1365
(3 of 1865)
In the Carriers Act. l86S,_
-(.“.)'in 2. -irI_the definition relating to _“common carrier".
a‘“¢F=&'.’-‘l'°"d5. °n_83BEdtn .the business of", the yvords "transporting
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(b) in sections 6, 7 and 8.:-Ior;th'='-w9rd.s,-i‘p.r_
words and brackets “property.(includi‘r_ig c‘ontaine'r,m_pallet :c>r___‘similar
'. ‘hrtieleof used to eorls'oli'da°te”'fioods)'5daiv’eire:i‘:€sltnll,-'-Ircipcg.'- tn. 1:.:.-- -- ,y'..'.‘. .0 ._:.-'2. ,r..'x. 1- .'I_'.q
-.‘tiv'ely',"be" substituwd; A
operty‘; delivercd'Y,-ulhc
(c) in sections 9 mid IO, :10: the words _"8"°d5i .¢.‘J,lrustcd", the
words and brackets “goods (including containers, __pailetsor similar
article of transport used to consolidate goods) entifu's'ted"» shall, respec­
tively. be substituted.
PART II _
Carriage of Good: by Sea Act, I925
(26 of 1925)
Amendment of the Indian
In the Indian Carriage of Goods by Sen Act. I925.­
(a).in the Preamble, alter the second purngrupli, the following
paragraph shall be inserted, namcly:—
“AND WHEREASthe said rules were amended by the Protocol
signed at Brussels on 23rd February, I968 and by the Prntt‘-cu!
signed at Bmssels on 21st December, l9'79;";
(b) in section 7, in-sub-section-'(1),-'for the words and-iigures
“sections 331 and 352", the words, iigurcs illltl letters “section 33] and
Part _XA" shall be substituted;
'(e)_ in the Schedule.­
(i) in Article l, clause (c), after the word “merchandi­
ses,", the words “containers, pallets or similar article of trans­
port used to consolidate goods if supplied by the shlpper," shall
be inserted;
(ii) in Article III,—
(1) in paragraph 4, the following shall be added at the
end, name1y:—
, "However, pnoof to the contrary shall not be admis­
sible when the bill of lading has been u-ansfe,-red to a
third party acting in good faith.";
(2) in paragraph 6, in the third sub-paragraph, the fol­
lowlngishall be added at the end, namely:_
“This period may, however, be extended if the
parties so agree after the cause ‘of action has arisrm;
Provided that 3 Suit [nay be brought after the expiry
of_the period of one year referred to in this sub-p-at-3­
31'3Ph_Within a further--period of not more than‘ three
months as-allowed..by- the count’; .. ..
(iii) in Arlticlé IV, in paragraph ‘5,_
(1) for the words and figt'tres_“ar_nount'exceeding 100 l.
P" padmge °1' “"1‘"..'~h° Words and figures_“amount exceed­
lng 686.67 Special Drawing Rights pa-'pa.~,kag° of mm or
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two Special-Drawing 'l'tighta per kilogram of 11008 Welsh!
of the goods lost or damaged, whichever is higher" shall be
gubstiiuted;
(2) after the flfsl, sub-paragraph, the following sub­
paragraphs shall be inserted, na,tnely:-- '
“Where a container, pallet. or similar article of
transport is used to consolidate goods_ tlte _numbcr of
packages or tmits enumerated in the bill of lading and
as packed in such article of transport; shall be detained
to be the number of packages or units for the purposes
of this paragraph as far as these pacltagcs or units are
concerned. "
Neither the carrier nor the ship shall he entitletl In
the benefit of limitation of liability provided for in
this paragraph if it is proved that the damage resulted
from an act or omission of the carrier done with intent
to cause damage, or recklessly and with knowledge that
damage would probably result,
Where the nature or v:t1uc_of the goods has been
knowingly mis~s|alctl by the shipper-_in'the bill of lading_
‘he liability lol the carrier or ship shall not O.‘<Ct“(‘(lthe
value so Sl.Sl.(,f(l."'._ .
_.‘
PART ‘:11
Amendnttvtt 0/ Illc Sale 5/ Goods Act, I930
(3 of 1930)
I“ the 5319 0‘ G00<lSAct. 1930, in section 2, in clause (4). after the
I ' . _
w°rd' """1“’3)' “‘°9lP‘.". ‘ht: words "multnnorlal iran5P0rt document."
shall be inserted.
K. L. MOHANPURIA.
' Se¢‘!/- to lite Govl. of India.
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